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ABSTRACT 
The impetus for this study grew from anot her paper 
comple t ed i n April, 1957, entitled, tiThe Populist Party in 
Kansas," written for a class in American History. References 
to a Wi nf i eld, Kansas, newspaper, The Amer ican Nonconformist 
and Kansas In~ustrial Liberator, edited by Henry and Leo 
Vinc ent, appeared from time to time during the r esearch. 
The Republicans in l8~8 charged that the newspaper advocated 
anarchism; i n 1890, however, the paper was a leading Popu-
list journal. The charges grew out of a state-wide expos ' 
o.f a secret organ,ization within the Union Labor party which 
invol ved the Nonconformist. The Republicans' assertions 
gained weight with a mysterious explosion at Co.ff'eyvill~ , 
Kansas, caused, it was said, by dynamite which the Vincent 
brothers intended to use to destroy their chief newspaper 
competitor in Winfield, the Winfield Daily Courier, edited 
by E. P@ Greer. The Courier had been instrumental in the 
j1 
expose of the Videttes. The Nonconformist, on the other 
hand, charged the explosion to the Republicans, saying that 
their agents intended to plant the explosives in the 
Nonconf'ormist of.fices, "f'ind" them there, thereby proving 
the charge of anarchy. Both sides claimed that their 0PPO-
nents' plans went awry when the explosives discharged pre-
maturely. In 1891, an investigation was conducted by the 
Kansas legislature to discover the truth in this matter~ 
iv 
ot her matt er s of s i gnificance developed during the 
res earch f or thi s paper: t he importance of labor a s a 
political force in Kans a s during t h e l ast two decades or 
the n inete enth c ent ur y; the conflicting views of social 
ch ange between the Republican and Union Labor parties; and 
t he importance of the Coffeyville explosion in the for~ation 
of the Populist party. 
The most valuable depository for this paper was the 
Kansas Stat e Hi s t orical Society with its excellent newspaper 
colle ct i on and its s uperior service . Ot her valuable 
depos itories were: the library at Southwestern College, 
Winf ield, Kansas, which generously permitted the writer the 
use of one of their copies of the Coffeyville dynamite 
i nve stigation for two s emesters; Porter Library, Kansas 
s tat e College of Pittsburg, with its scattering of Kansas 
legis lative documents; the Cowley County court house, for 
county elect ion s t atistics and the Poorman VB. Vincent 
brother s l awsuit; Coburn Library, Colorado College, Colorado 
Springs, Color ado, for the Ernest D. Stewart and David C. 
Mat t articles, and Chester McArthur Destler, American 
Radicalism; and the late Maurice Breidenthal, for the 
clippings he kindly lent to the writer, as well as his 
generosity and encouragement. 
v 
Th er e is no disloyalty in recognizing that by the very 
essence of America's greatness there can be no national 
American h istory as there is English or French hi st or y. 
What we have is s tate and county history rich, varied, 
and of the utmost liveliness and reality; complete with 




I n 1916, the Kansas State Historical Society and 
Depart ment of Archives published a book entitled, History 
of Kansas Newspapers, A History of the Newspapers and 
Magazin~~ Published in Kansas from the Organization or 
Kansas Territory, 1854, to January 1, 1916. This 373 -page 
volume is hardly a "history" as that term is used today; 
it is a listing, by county, of Kansas newspapers which 
were received by the Society during the stated period, plus 
a few facts concerning each county. 
Included in the work is a commencement address 
delivered by Captain Henry King, a former editor of the 
Topeka Capital and the first editor or The Kansas Magazine. 
Captain King told the graduating class of 1906 at the 
University of Kansas that "we happen to be living just now 
in an era of accusation and exposure. The air is crammed 
with yellow particulars of commercial and soclal iniquity. PI 
Continuing, he said: 
We can not turn in any direction without 
encountering a prophet of disaster. The pessi-
mists are striving with all their benumbing 
power to make us despair of the republic, to 
persuade us that the canker of vice is at the 
heart of everything, and that nothing can save 
us but a great national regeneration. It is a 
good time to read the story of Kansas and get 
its healthy inspiration. 
This suggestion to examine Kansas history is as valid 
today, rifty-five years later, as it was then. Kansas 
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history c an give us t hat "healthy inspiration, tr but Captain 
King 's conception of the kind of lamp to be used in this 
re ading is a bit dis couraging when he concluded his address 
with these words: 
Whatever reforms are really needed they 
will undoubtably be made; the intrinsic and 
pui ssant virtues of organized soc iety will sur-
vive and prevaIl; and it will remain true, as 
it has ever been that 
HGod's in his heaven, 
Allis right with the world." 
This study does not include the Kansas of 1906, but 
i t is c ertain that, during thi s p eriod after the turn of 
the century, the people of the United States, including 
Kansans, were discovering that God may have been in heaven, 
but all was not right with the world. The Industrial 
Workers of the World, founded in 1905, with their program 
of violence, real and imagined, was a symptom of discontent, 
to say the least. In the same month that Captain King spoke 
in Lawrence, the United States Congress passed the Hepburn 
Act, one of the first national acts of railroad regulation, 
a reform demanded several decades earlier throughout the 
country. In 1907, Americans experienced a business recession, 
exposing once again serious flaws in the national economy. 
Kansas itself, however, had manifested discontent 
sixteen years before Captain King's speech. The hastily 
formed People 1 s Party, or Alliance, had captured the Kansas 
House of Representatives in 1890~ electing more than enough 
of their number to send William Alfred Peffer, a Kansas 
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newspaperman, to the Uni ted States Senate in 1891. In that 
election of 1890 five out of seven United States Congressmen 
were Populists, all the newcomers replacing Republicans. 
Kansas most certainly was not alone in electing Popu-
lists that year, but Kansas npopstl were the most success.ful. 
The e conomic bases of this movement--this "Populist revolt " 
a s termed by John Donald Hicks--have been examined by many 
a uthors, and not without some controversy in their explana-
tions. What will be attempted here, on the other hand, is 
an examination of some of the political factors of the Kansas 
Urevolt" as they were expressed through one of the newspapers 
promulgating it and some of those attempting to stifle it. 
This newspaper, The American Nonconfoymist and Kansas 
Industrial Liberator, is listed in the History of Kansas 
Nevlspapers on page l6e as a udiscontinued publicationU ; 
it lasted from 7 October l8e6 to 3 September 1891. Aft er 
this date it moved to Indianapolis, Indiana. But while in 
the Sunflower State, the Nonconformist, as its editors called 
it, was from start to finish a political newspaper, one which 
not only witnessed the agrarian uprising but one which 
actively promoted it. 
This will be readily seen as the story unfolds. What 
can be stated at this point is the writer's opinion that 
the "Populist revolt" has all too frequently been described 
and analyzed as an economic phenomenon to the near exclusion 
of social and political influences which the Populists 
brought to a head. It is suggested that the economic traits 
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of the movement, however significant, have been emphasized 
to the point tha t the individual Populist is considered to 
be a bug-eyed, full-whiskered economic man: one-half of him 
i s "fia t money, U the other half, an amalgam of policies 
consisting of government regulation of trbig business,u lower 
railroad freight rates for farm goods, and the subtreasury 
plan. Political changes, such as the direct election of 
United States Senators and the initiative, referendum, and 
recall, were also prompted but primarily in order to improve 
their chances to gain these economic objectives. All of 
this is true enough; the subsequent legislation in both 
state and Federal statute books attests to the validity of 
many of their solutions to these economic problems. But 
the social an d political ideas underlying these enactments 
have been minimized 8 When they have been discussed, it has 
not been in contrast with other, conflicting attitudes. 
The Nonconformist, as an outspoken and frequently bitter 
critic of the prevailing notions of the nature of man and 
of the structure of society, is significant for its leader-
ship in this criticism. 
This study is intended to be suggestive; the focus, 
although narrow, is felt to be sufficient to provoke a 
re-examination and a reappraisal of this exciting and mean-
ingful period of Kansas history. Should this be the result, 
then the purpose of this work has been accomplished in pro-




One can almost see Frederick Emory Haynes shake his 
head and sigh when in 1916 he wrote: "The period from lSeO 
to 1890 was a complex one. n He cites the Democratic partyts 
victory of l8e4, the first such success since tt1860,tt and 
continues with the fo1lowing:l 
A more discriminating view will recognize the 
inc reasing influence of economic rorces upon the 
course of politics--especially in the West. The 
independent parties which began to appear in the 
early seventies had come to be relatively perma-
nent features of American political life though 
under changing names. Their activity assumed 
broader aspects, extending rrom railroads and 
currency to industry in general. 
One of the two parties Professor Haynes selects as "signifi-
cant instances tt is pertinent to this paper: the Union Labor 
party.2 In Kansas, this party appeared as a state-wide 
party only once, in 1888. Prior to this, other labor, or 
"greenback," parties did, from time to time, bestir them-
selves to political revolt against both major political 
organizations. 
In W. W. Admire's book, Admire's Political and Legis-
lative Hand-Book for Kansas, published in 1891, we see 
IFrederick E.Lmoril Haynes, Third Party Movements Since 
the Civil War, With Special Reference to Iowa, A Study in 




these small parties emerge and attempt unsuccessfully to win 
state office. The first such party was the Workingman's 
party in 1870, followed by the Greenback, Independent Reform, 
and Greenback-Labor parties. Although they were not strictly 
"labor" parties, mention is made here of other third-party 
activity such as the Temperance, the Prohibltion, the splits 
within the Republican ranks, and even the Anti-Secret party 
which in 1880 mustered twenty-rive votes for their presidential 
candidate. 3 
"Kansas was the State in the West," continues Prof'es Bor 
Haynes, "where the farmers won their most startling successes, 
and it came somehow to be regarded as particularly repre-
sentative of the Populist movement."4 As such, the origins 
of this "movement" in the "Sunflower State" bear close 
examination for us to understand the political rebellious-
ness of the flcomplex" decade starting in 1880. 
Most writers explain Populism as a protest against the 
economic order in the United States. Raymond Curtis Miller, 
writing in 1925,5 acknowledged this view. Later, in 1928, 
Miller proclaimed in his doctoral dissertation6 the 
3w. W. Admire, compiler, Admire's Political and Legis-
lative Hand-Book for Kansas, 1891, With Maps~ 215-376; 29~. 
Hereafter cited as Admire's Hand-Book. 
-
4Haynes, ~. cit., 239. 
5Raymond Curtis Miller, uThe Background of Populism in 
Kansas," The Mississippi Valley Historical Review, XI, 
(March, 1~), 467. 
6 Raymond Curtis ~~llerJ The Populist Party in Kansas, 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago~ 1928). 
120-121. 
3 
signiri cance of mortgages to Populist success: the cent r al 
part of the state, which had the greatest degree of mort-
gages on land, was also the strongest area of Populism. 
Willi am Frank Zornow, writing in 1956, cites Miller's i de a . 7 
I n t he same essay, Zornow presents several "causes of discon-
tent," which included the railroads; credit and money, and 
tariffs. John Donald Hicks explained "the Populist philosophytl 
as "t wo fundamental propositions; one, that the goverrunent 
mus t res t rain the selfish tendencies of those who pr of i t ed at 
the expense of the poor and needy; the other that the people, 
not plutocrats, must control the government." Hicks added 
that " t he control of the government by the people was to the 
thoughtrul Populist merel~ a means to an end. The next step 
was to use the power of the government to check the iniqui-
8 ties of the plutocrats." In his criticism of The Populist 
Revolt, James Claude Malin complained that the work lacked 
a sufficient explanation of lithe international economic 
situation"; no adequate analysis of the marketing machinery 
of the time; DO Ucomprehensive surveyU of agriculture; and 
Q 
too little utilization of' Kansas material. ~ 
7William Frank Zornow, "The Basis of Agrarian Unrest, 
1870-1890 .. " (in Kansas, The First Century, edited by John D. 
Bright, four volumes), I~76. 
8John DelOnalg Hicks, The Populist Revolt: A History of' 
the Farmers' Alliance and the People's Party, 406~ 412. --
9James C.LIaucJ.g Malin, uN'otes on the Literature of' 
Populism," The Kansas Historical Quarterly, I, (February, 1932), 
160-164. In a chance meeting with Dr. Malin, this writer 
inquired if Dr. Hicks had expressed an opinion on this article 
to which he replied with a smile, uJohnny didn't like it.tt 
4 
Thus is t he r e ade r of some of the scholarly works on 
Populism led to believe that the "agrarian revolt" is a 
product of materialism, even by the critics. Miller as serted 
in 1925 what might be the summat i on of near l y all historians: lO 
LThe Populisy program and its appeal were 
purely economic, and would come with compel l ing 
force only to those men whose economic welfare was 
enda.ngered, and who would act aggress ively. The 
intelle ct ua l heritage of the state LOf Kansa~ 
was so strong as to forbid a revolt of this kind 
except under a pressure such as the threat of the 
mor1;gaged home. Where this menace did not face 
the majority of the people , Populism remained 
sp eculat i ve and not compel l ing, and t he Repub l ican 
domination was unbroken. 
That their appeal was economic is not denied here; what 
is denied is the purity of the appeal. It is contended that 
beneath the economic theory propag ated by Populist leaders 
was a deeper appeal to the farmer-laborer to improve his 
social standing by his own volition, an item which is not 
necessarily me~sured by a cash register or a set of mort-
gage st atistics. In this paper an tI inc ident , u" which 
occurred in October, 1888, prior to the Populist vfuctory 
of 1890, will serve to illustrate this thesis. 
In w. Scott Morganfs History of the Wheel and Alliange, 
and the Impending Revolution, first published in 1889, the 
11 
a uthor a sserts that the newspaper press of 1888, 
XI, 
the 
this great power, this all-pervading influence 
has been seized by the corporations and moneyed 
lOMiller, UBackground of Popu" 11sm· K n M V H R 1n ans as , .1.. _ • _ • _. , 
(March, 1925), 488. 
llw. Scott Morgan, History of the Wheel and Alliance and 
Impending Revolution, 684. -----
5 
p ower of t he nat ion, to promulgate the Itmonst r ous 
fal sehoods" that lead to industrial death. It is 
part of the great conspiracy entered into bet ween 
the capitalists of' Europe and America. 
To illustrate the uconspiracyU Morgan gives a lengthy quo-
t at ion f r om the St. Louis Republic (undat e d ) which said that 
the Kansas Union Labor party in 1888 was drawing strength 
from the Republican party on the tariff issue. These inroads 
were being made in the "rural districts" a.cross the state. 
A canvass revealed that the Union Labor party enjoye d a 
5,000 majority one month prior to the November election. 
This optimism was punctured, however, by tla gigantic scheme" 
whereby it was shown ttthat this agricul tur ist party is a 
collossal ~ic.7 band of Anarchists and that the entire 
State is permeated with red-handed dynarni ters. n12 In order 
to prove this the Republican newspapers 13 
published what purported to be an expose ;aic.7 
of the rituals of a secret order, the principals 
of which are the leaders o~ the Union Labor party. 
This all purported to be sent out as a telegram 
from Winfield LKansa!jJ the day bef'ore, but each 
paper published a large Icutl in connection with 
the alleged exposure, which showed that it was a 
desperate preconcerted plan in which the lesser 
lights are all expected to take up the cue and 
find a desperate gang of' dynamiters in every 
hamlet and rural district throughout the State. 
12Ibid., 690-691. It may be true about the strength 
of' the Union Labor party in IB81.E1izabeth N. Barr claims 
that 40,000 votes were cast for the Union Labor party in 
1887, a year for the election of county officers. See, 
Elizabeth N. Barr, tiThe Populist Uprising, U (from A Standard 
Ristor! of' Kansas, State and Peo;le, edited by William E. 
Connel ey, five volumesJ,-rI, 11 5. 
l3Ibid ., 691" 
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de legat es wer e initiat ed into the Order and were instr ucted 
to b e "organizers" in their own home states. IS Then in 
Aug ust, 1888, the Kansas Videttes successfully controlled 
the nomination of Unlon Labor candidates for state office at 
the party convention held in Wichita on 28 August. Peter 
Percival Elder, long-time resident of Kansas and a"former 
Republ i c an, former Greenbacker, then Union Labor man,16 wa s 
nominated for governor, while Rightmire himself was nominated 
f or attorney general. 17 Later, when the Vidette ritual was 
r eprinted on the presses of the Nonconformist in Winfield , a 
workman there stole a copy and gave it to a Republican leader. 
The ritual, which was in code, was then translated and pub-
lished throughout the state by the Republican press ftwith 
bilt he adlines branding the order of Vi dett es as a gang of 
anarchists. tt This expose' "changed no vote" in the November, 
1888, elections. 18 
Here, then, are two contemporary accounts of the 
I 
"incident " ; both told of an expose of a secret order in the 
15W• F. Rightmire, liThe Alliance Movement in Kansas--
Origin of the People I s Party," Transactions of the Kansas 
State Historical Society, 1905-1906, IX, 1-2-.- Rightmire 
listed himself as an "associate editor of the Nonconi'ormist" 
on page 3. 
16Admire1s Hand-Book, 413-414-
17Rightmir~, loc. cit., 2Q Rightmire modestly says that 
"these two candldates were the most prominent speakers of the 
party in the campaign that followed .. " The act ual nominations 
were made 29 August; see The Wichita Daily Eagle, 30 August 
1888, 5. 
18 Ibid., 3. 
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Kansas political c ampaign of l8~8. Rightmire omits entirely 
the story of the explosion told by Morgan. Furthermore, 
Rightmire told the Society that a printer named C. A. Henrie, 
who worked for the Nonconformist, purloined the Vidette 
ritual, an item among others mentioned by Ri ghtmire which 
will be discussed later. 19 
The next historian was also a contemporary. Wayne 
Powers Harrington used Rightmire's material relative to this 
incident, but he discounts the influence of the Videttes in 
the f ormation of the Populist party.20 He d id use Rightmire 's 
story of the expos: of the Videttes by the Republican press. 21 
Further in his text, Harrington discusses a Kansas legislative 
investigation in 1891 of an explosion in Coffeyville, Kansas, 
which occurred during the 18e~ campaign. This explosion was 
blmaed on the Union Labor party in that year, and the 
Populists, who were successful in 1890, wanted to prove the 
"innocence tl of their political ancestors. A committee to 
conduct this investigation included four Populists, three 
Republicans, and one Democrat. liAs might be expected, n wrote 
Harrington, tithe committee divided on party lines and submitted 
three reports, of which the one by LDemocrati£7 Senator Carroll 
was probably the most impartial.,,22 
19In his thesis, Miller questions Rightmire's memory on 
another point; see Miller, ' Populist Party in Kansas, 131. 
20~v .[8.yn!J F • [OweriJ Harrington, tiThe Populist Party in 
Kansas,1l Collections of the Kansas State Historical Society, 
1923-1925, XVI, (192~ 407-408. 




Harringt on's sour ce for the investigation is a "Populist 
/ Hand Book." The expose of the Videttes and the "Coffeyvi l le 
dynamite explosion, It n.OWBV8:r, are not related; the substance 
of the findings of the investigating committee was not 
ment ioned; and the charges against the Union Labor party with 
respect to the tlCoff'eyville dynamite explosion t are ignored. 
In 1918, John Rogers Corrunons's two volume History of 
Labour in the United States appeared, and included in the 
second volLUne was a portion devoted to farm-labor pol itical 
movements in the 1880's.23 USing an unpubli s hed manuscript 
by E . E . Witte as a general source for this otherwise 
unfootnoted section,24 author Selig Perlman discusses the 
"episode" and renders still another version. 25 Perlman wrote 
that the Union Labor party suffered the stigma of being con-
trolled by the Videttes as this organization was portrayed 
by "the Kansas press." He ran into an apparent inconsist ency 
when in the same paragraph he cast doubt on the existence of 
the Videttes, then said that the Vidette ritual "read like 
that of any other secret fraternal organization. 11 Continuing, 
he wrote that26 
23John R.LOger~ Commons, et. al., History o~ Labour in 
the United States, II . 
24The manuscript by the late Dr. \V'i tte could not be 
located by his wife. Letter from Florence Witte to thls 
writer, 20 January 1961. 
25commons, £E. cit., II, 469-470. 
26Ibid • 
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about a week after the expose of the ritual a 
story was circulated that an express package, 
marked "glass, handle with care,n consigned to 
Winfield, Kansas, exploded while being handled 
by the agent at Coffeyville LKansa~o As the 
state headquarters of the Union Labor party were 
at Winfield, t he claim was made that the Coffey-
v ill e express package contained dynamite intended 
for the Order of Videttes. 
Perlman did not include the investigation of this explosion 
i n his account. 
In the same year appe a r ed William E lsey Connelly's five 
volume work, A Standard History of Kansas, St ate and People. 
In volume t wo was Elizabeth N. Barr's lengthy es say, ItThe 
Populist Uprising, U a sympathetic account of the movement. 27 
She tells how the Videttes organized; that they were assailed 
by the Republican press as being uanarchistic tt in nature in 
/ 
a newspaper expose; and that an explosion in Coffeyville was 
connected with both the Videttes and the Union Labor party. 
:She said that the box which allegedly exploded in Coffeyville 
was addressed to "one of the reform leaders in Winfield," 
and that because of a late train, lithe expressman took [Ehe 
bo!! to his home where it exploded, frightfully wounding his 
wife and daughter. II The explosion was used by the Republicans 28 
to prove that the Winfield reformers were bomb 
anarchists. The Union Labor press and platform 
said that the bomb was sent at the instance of the 
Republican St ate Central Committee t o invol"iTe the 
reformers in some kind of trouble, probably with 
the idea of arl'~esting the man to whom it was sent 
as soon as he should innocently take it from the 
27Barr , upopulist Uprising,1t History of Kansas, II, 
1115-1195. 
28Ibid ., 1155-1156. 
11 
express office. This is the more probable explan-
ation . Whether it was sent by the Repub licans or 
not, nothing could have served their purpose better. 
The Union Labor party had practicall y disbanded in 
Kansas before the close of the year ••• 
BarrI s ac count is generally accurate although the one major 
error of f act is the person to whom the package was sent as 
will be discussed later. 
Ten ye ar s l ater Raymond Curtis Mi ller wr ote h i s doctoral 
dis sert at ion entitled, "The Populist Party in Kansas, n in 
wh ich one paragraph is devoted to this "episode .,,29 Using 
contemporar y newspape r s 30 Miller says, mistakenly, that the 
IIbomb lt was to have been sent to the office of the Noncon-
formis t but ttexploded in the hands of the agent in Coffey-
ville." He is correct when he wrot e that the explos ion 
" instantly was associated by t h e Republicans wi th the 
Anarchist implications of the expose [S'"ic .7. tt The editors 
of t h e Nonconformist, he wrote,3l 
pr esented a more reasonable theory, that a 
Republican had sent the dynamite, and then 
intended to secure a search or the office of 
the Nonconformist, discover the dynmnite, and 
so prove their allegations, but that the pre-
mature explosion was not intended. 
The uincident tt gained significance when the Republican 
29Miller, Populist Party in Kansas, 59-61. 
30In his bibliography, Miller included the articles by 
Rightmire, Harrington and Barr, as well as Morgan's book. 
In addition, he lists, HAnan., Coffeyville Dynamite Outrage 
of 18 October lSeS, published by the American Nonconformist, 
Winfield, 1889~nterviews with ten contempor'aries, including 
Rightmire; and the Nonconformist itself. 
3~~iller, Populist Party in Kansas, 60. 
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domi nat ed courts refused to draw an indictment on evidence 
presented by the Nonconformist editors pointing to the pers on 
who del ivered the package at Coffeyville. In the Populist 
Hous e of 1891, an investigation was conducted "but all 
par ties used it chiefly to gain votes. t l 32 One would think 
that with such an extensive bibliography the conflicting 
s tories of this affair might have aroused more curiosity 
than that presented in his single paragraph. 
John Donald Hicks is the next historian to have mentioned 
this matter. 33 He cites Millerts dissertation as a work 
Itespecially convincing on the economic background that pro-
duced Populism, tt34 and his description of' the " ep isode" 
p arallels that of Miller. He adds, moreover, that35 
in the West, however, the Union Labor label was a 
mi sfit, even a liability, for the suggestion was 
easily conveyed that the new party condoned such 
acts of violence as were commonly imputed to 
organized labor during and after the strikes of 
1885 and 1886 . 
To s upp ort the foregoing opinion, the "Coffeyville dynamite 
f 
explosion" and the Vidette expose are cited. This matter 
wi ll receive closer examination later. 
Floyd Benjamin Streeter, in his popular history, The 
Kaw, The Heart of a Nation,36 makes brief reference to t he 
32Ibid., 61. 
33Hicks, Populist Revolt, 154-155. 
34Ibid ., 46L~. 
35Ibid ., 154-155. 
36Floyd Benjamin Streeter, The Kaw, the Heart of a 
Nation, 301-302. 
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rtepi sode ,tI with the comment that ttthe debt-ridden farmers ••• 
'I,-lent over to the Order of Videttes It but did not stay long as 
tit he order was in disrepute lt because of its espousal of 
Ith wnanity above the cause or country. The opposition pro-
nounced this the creed of a traitora u37 Although Streeter 
has no fo otnotes, he includes the Nonconformist in his 
bibl iography. 
Two recent works round off this sequence of published 
works on this uepisode. tI JOM D. Br ight's f our v olume wor k 
on Kansas history published in 1956 contains two essays on 
Kansas Populism which might have included this matter, but 
do not. 38 The next year, however, an author of' one of these 
essays, William Frank Zornow, did cover the nCoffeyville 
dynamit~ explosion rt in his Kansas, A History of the Jayhawk 
State :39 
Violent diatribues, blanket indictments, 
guilt by association, and merciless ridicule 
proved to be effective weapons against the LITnio£7 
Labor party ••• Considerable suspicion was 
aro used by a secret organization within the 
party, the Videttes, which became implic a ted in 
a bomb plot in Coffeyville. 
With nine authors, each one rendering a different 
acc ount of this tlepisode"--sorne quite di.fferent--there are 
37Ibid. 
38John D. Bright, editor, Kansas, The First Century, 
I~ The chapters are William. Frank Zornow, "The Basis of 
Agrarian Unrest in Kansas J 1870-1890, n 455-476, and John D. 
Bright, "Populism in the Nineties,lI 477-508. 
39Wil1iam Frank Zornow, Kansas, A History of the Jayhawk 
State, Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma-press, 1957, 
197. 
several conclus ions which can be drawn: 
1 . There was an organi z a t ion called t he National Order 
of Videt te s in Kansas which was connected with the Union 
Labor Party in Kansas from l8~7 to 1888; 
2. The Videttes wer e a t tacked by the Republican press 
for be ing "anarchistic" as well as being the control l ing 
facti on in the Union Labor part y ; 
3. The Union Lab or party s uffered defeat i n the 18 ~~ 
e l e cti on to some degree as a result of these at tacks; 
4. The Videttes dissolved in 1888 a s a r e sult of t he 
n ewspaper exposure of their organization, followed shortly 
by the dissolution of the Union Labor party itself. 
5~ At the time of the newspaper exposure, an explosion 
oc curred in Coffeyville, Kansas, which in some way was 
linked with t he Videttes; 
6 . The Kans as House of Representatives, controlled by 
t he Popul ists in 1891, initiated an investigation of this 
"C offeyvill e dynamite explosion" wit h the intent to absolve 
the Union Labor party and the Videttes of responsibility for 
this exp l osion. 
This "episode" is generally not related to the political 
and social moods of the times. Only one of the nine authors , 
John D. Hicks, attempted to integrate the explosion and the 
resulting charges of Hanarchy" into the current of Kansas 
thought. In the next chapter this current will be examined. 
CHAPTER II 
AGRICULTURAL AND LABOR CONDITIONS, 1880 l s 
For the purpos es of t h is st udy , a summary of agri-
cultural conditions in Kansas during the IBeols is suffi-
cient . l With Western expansion occurring on an incr eased 
s c a le after the Civil 'W"'ar, Kansas land val ues rose, bringing 
f armer and speculator, railroads and mortgages, cattle and 
wheat. Favorable weat her, which in the s t ate means abundant 
rai nfal l, de veloped during the rirst half of the 1880' s . 
The rosy prospects or plent y created a fert i li ty not only 
for gr a ss and grain, but for the growth of' the spec.ulators, 
both inside and outside the state. In 1885, the boom began 
to mushroom until the wint er of 1807, when it was cut short 
by sharply decreased rainfall, the collapse of the weak 
credit structure, and the contraction of artificially high 
pri c e s ror both land and the f ruits or the land. 2 
One of the more eloquent explanat i ons of these unsettle d 
times is that of John James Ingalls writing in 1893: 3 
ISee the fol l owing for more detailed investigations: 
Hall ie Farmer, tiThe Economic Background of' Frontier Populism," 
M. V.H.R., X (March, 1924),406-427; Hallie Farmer, tiThe Rail-
roads and Frontier Populism, tt M. V .H.R.. , XIII (December, 1926), 
387-397; Raymond C. Miller, uThe-Ba ckgr ound of Populism in 
Kansas, tI ~.y.~.~., XI (March, 1925), 4 69-489; John D • . Hicks, 
Populist Revolt, "The Grievances,rt 54-95. 
~iller, "Background o.f Populism in Kansas,u M.V.H.R., 
XI (M:arch, 1925), 467, 475. - - - -
3Jobn James Ingal ls, "Kansas: 1541-1091,lI HarEer's 
Magazine, LXXXVI (April, 1893), 712~ 
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The building of superfluous towns, the con-
s t r uc t ion of unnecessary railroads, the organizati on 
of counties and the location of county-seats, the 
entry of public lands for the sole purpose of mort-
gaging the inchoa t e ti t l e, became established 
i ndus t r i es. The agents of Eastern companies 
eagerly competed for the privil ege of plac ing loans 
upon quarter sections without a fence or furrow, 
often beyond their market value. Professional 
'boomers,' with a retinue of surveyors and capp ers 
and strikers, invaded the State, bought and p latted 
additions, which they sold at exorbitant pr ices to 
resident and forei gn speculators, victims t o the 
ep idemic passion ror sudden wealth, whose inexpli-
cable contagion infected t he reas on of men with 
it s undetected bacteria. 
All of t his is fairly well-known to students of Kansas 
history. Not so f amiliar are the p~oblems confronting l abor 
during the decade. Shortly after the Populist victory in 
1890, the Nonconformist conceded that the People f s party was 
Ua class movement H which Umust be modified or it too will 
fail. ,,4 At the electj_on of 1890, the paper reported, only 
700 v otes were cast for state Populist candidates from the 
cit ies of Topeka, Wichit a, and Kansas City, Kansas, a number 
which could ha.ve been .5,000 with proper lteduca.tion" of the 
lab or vote there. 
The reason for this unresponsive bloc of workingmen may 
be in the Republican labor policy of 188.5-1887. Speaking in 
tones almost identical to those of a Populist lecturer, two-
term Republican Governor John A. Martin declared in 1887 that:.5 
the great and startling peril of the future, if 
indeed it is not a danger present and immediate, 
4Nonconformist, 4 December 1890, 4. 
5Kansas Legislature, House Journal, Fifth Biennial Session, 
(1887), 5.5. 
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l i es in t he s e vast and inex orable acc umulations 
of c ap i tal of the railroads which are steadi l y 
but surely driving individual effort and industry 
from all f ields of human activit yo 
Governor Martinis conclusions came from his experiences in 
dealing with the railroad companies durin g the s t rikes of 
l se5 and 1St) 6. 
Short l y af ter the s trike o:f the Missour i - Pac ific 
worker s in 1885, Governor Martin was urged by sev eral munici-
pal officers to use state militia to break i t . 6 He hes i tated 
taking this course and decide d to inve stigate t he di s put e at 
At ch i son . Trouble also had broken out at Parsons an d Ka nsas 
City, Kansas. 7 In Atchison, he found the strikers to be 
tt orderly and peaceable in their behavior; t hey had resorted 
to no acts of violence; they declared that they did not 
int end to disturb the peace, or violate any law. • .118 After 
s ome delay, H. M. Hoxie, t he third vice-president of the 
Mi s s ouri-Pacific, agreed to meet with Martin and t he Kansas 
Railr oad Commission along with Mi s souri Governor' J .. S . 
Marmaduke and other Missouri of~icials, to work out a sett le-
ment ; strikes had occurred in Missouri on the same line. 
This meet ing, held in St. Louis on 15 March 18~5, resul t ed 
in t h e company's acceptance of everyth i ng dema nded by the 
6Kansas Legislature, Senate Journal, Special Session (18~6) 
20-22. 
7Edith Walker, ttLabor Problems During the First Year of 
Governor Martin's Administration, tt The Kansas Historical 
Quarterly, V (February, 1936), 36-3V=-
8Kansas Legislature, Senate Journal, Special Session (lSe6) 
21. 
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st r i ker s . Absent rai lway workers returned to their jobs the 
next day, but then only after the Knights of Labor Central 
Comm.i t tee had given its appr oval. 9 
As a r es ult of this strike Governor Martin in 18e6 
reques ted tt the passage of a law providing r egulations to 
gover n the arbitration of disputes between employer and 
10 
employed. U The legislat ure responded .favorably so that 
Mar ttn, on 19 February 1886, signed House Bi l l No. 233, which 
established arbitration boards for the state. ll Edith Wa l ker, 
who wrot e on this matter in 1936, tells us that t his bill 
passed without a dissenting vote, which is true enough; but 
she did not explain that in the Kansas Senate twelve of the 
thirty-eight members were either "absent or not voting,u12 
while in the Kansas House t hirty-five of the total memb ership 
of one hundred, twenty-seven either abstained or were absent. 13 
A casual examination of the adjacent pages of the respective 
Jour nals reveals that many of the reluctant legislators were 
9Walker, loc. cit., 43. 
10 Kansas Legislature, Senate Journal, Special Session 
(18b6), 22. 
llKansas Legislature, House Journal, Special Session 
(18tJ6), 969. 
12Kansas Legis l atur e , Senate Journal, Special Sess i on 
(18~6), 702, 703. Senator Lyman U. Humphrey, Republican from 
Montgomery County, moved to suspend the rules in order for 
House Bill No. 233 to be considered out of the regular order 
of business, a motion which carried. 
13Kansas Legislature, House Journal, Special Session 
(18e6), 602. 
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s impl y not vot ing on thi s measure as indicated by their votes 
ca st on other issues the same day.14 
Other gains for labor at this time were limit ed. Frank 
H. Be t t on, t he first commissioner of the Kansas Bureau of 
Labor and a Martin appoi ntee in April, l8e5, was endorse d by 
15 the Knight s of Labor. This office was created by the 
l egis lat ive enactment of Senate Bill No. 54, int r oduced 19 
J anuary, 18~5, by St ate Senator W. J. Buchan of Wyandotte 
County. 16 On 18 February , 1885, the Senate passed it by a 
vote of twenty-s even to six with seven abstentions, including 
t he affirmative vote of Senator L. U. Humphrey, governor of 
Kansas in 1888 and 1890. 17 The bill met some opposition in 
the Senate,18 but little in the House,19 so that on 5 March 
l8b5 , Governor Martin report e d his approval of it.20 Senator 
John N. Ritter, of Cherokee County, introduced Senate Bill 
l 40ne of these was Ed P. Greer, the editor of the 
Winrield Daily Courier, a personality who played a leading 
role in t he exposif of the Videt t e s. 
15Topeka Capital, 18 April 1885, cited in Walker, loe. 
cit., 34. Some evidence indicates that Betton's appointment 
was not approved by all of organized labor. John G. Cougher, 
who worke d in the Labor Bureau and who wanted the position 
himself, said this in 1891, Kansas Legislature, House Journal, 
Seventh Biennial Session (1891), lOeO. 
16Kansas Legislature, Senat e Jour nal, Fourth Biennial 
Session (18~5), 181. 
17Ibid., 558. 
18 Walker, loc. cit., 33-34. 
19 Ibid., 34. 
20 
Kansas Legislature, Senate Journal, Fourth Biennial 
Ses s ion (18e5), 996. 
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No. 29 on 16 J anuary, 1885, which would compel industrial 
employers to pay their workers in legal United St at es money.21 
I n the Commi ttee on Mines and Mining another bill , Senate 
Bi ll No. 131, wa s substit ut ed for No. 29, presumably embodying 
s imilar pr ovisions . 22 This bill passed the Senat e on 12 
February 18t)5, by thirty-four yeas and no nays, with six 
abstentions. 23 The House, however, amende d it s o much that 
the i ntent of the bil l was destroyed. 24 The Senate voted 
unanimously (twenty-nine voting with eleven abs tenti ons ) not 
t o conc ur wi t h the Ho use. Senator Ritt er t hen move d that a 
conf erence committee be appointed to settle the differences, 
which the President of the Senate said would be appointed uin 
due time. ,, 25 On 4 fJiarch 18t15, Senator M. C. Kelley, of 
Crawford County, moved again for a conference committee which 
f inally res ulted in a committee of three men, b ut notrdng was 
acc ompli shed. 26 
Labor problems once again plagued the s tate in 18t)6. 
Lab,or Commis sioner Betton persuaded workers striking for 
higher pay at a smelting company at Ar gentine to go back to 
2lIbid ., 164. 
22Ibide, 257-255. 
23 Ibid ., 507-508. 
24Ibid ., 662. See editorial in The Dail~ Commonwealth, 
8 March-rBE5, as cited in Walker, loc. cit., 6. 
25Ibid ., 667. 
26Ibid ., 855. See Walker, loc. cit., 36. 
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work without changes in their wages. 27 Then in March, workers 
struck on t~e Missouri-Pacific line, owned and operated by 
Jay Gould. Governor Martin and Governor ~Iarmaduke again 
attempted to mediate between the workers and the company in 
this famous USouthwestern Strike, 11 but this time they were 
unsuccessfu1. 28 Violence, condemned by the Knights of Labor, 
broke out on 31 March at Atchison. 29 Other property damage 
at Parsons forced Martin to send militia there on 2 April to 
break the strike, and by 14 April it was over. 30 
However insipid this record may appear to us today, it 
was apparently enough for W. S. Anderson, state Grand Master 
Workman of the Kansas Knights of Labor, to endorse Martin in 
the campaign for re-election in 1886.31 In 1884, when Kansans 
first elected Martin governor, he received 146,777 votes over 
incumbent Democratic Governor G. W. Glick who gathered 
108,284. In 1886, Martin received 149,61.5 to the 11,5,697 
of his Democratic opponent, Thomas Moon1ighto 32 The increased 
Democratic vote might be due to the absence of a Greenback-
27Dorothy Leibengood, ttLabor Problems in the Second Year 






3~ourth Biennial Report or the Secretary of State 
l1883-84), 80; Fifth Biennial RepOr't of the Secretary of 
State (1885-86), 98. 
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Labor ticket which appeared in 1884 but not in 1886,33 but 
the presence of a Prohibition party in 1886 Which did draw 
some strength reduces this argument somewhat. A county-by-
county comparison shows both Martin and Moonlight losing a 
few votes in many places. Several new counties in the western 
half of the state, however, probably account for Martin's 
increase. This net gain shows that his labor policies, at 
least, were not significant enough to impair seriously his 
re-election. In 1887, the legislature passed a mechanics 
liens law; an act to encourage co-operative stores; a law 
to prevent garnishment or pension; and finally a law which 
did force employers to pay salaries in legal money.34 
Governor Martin's adrrdnistration, then, was far from 
hostile to organized labor. On 8 January 1889, just before 
leaving office, he delivered his final address to the Kansas 
Legislature in which he proudly said:35 
The last report of the Labor Commissioner shows 
that the laws of Kansas now include nearly every 
enactment recommended by one of the great labor 
organizations of the country, as well as many 
others of similar scope a.nd intent not formulated 
in this enumeration of desired legislation. 
In the same speech, Martin urged the new legislature to 
fUrther this advance "as long as any injustice is complained 
of or any wrongs exist that law can redress or prevent. 1t 36 
33Admire's Hand-Book, 328, 340. 
3~eibengood, loc. cit., 201. 
35public Documents, Kansas--1887-88, I, 32. 
36~. 
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Republ i c ans in t he legi s l ature, altho ugh s upporting most 
of Mart i n ' s labor progr ata, were hes i t ant t o e nact anyt h i ng 
approach ing t he "r adi c al." The delay of t h e bill to force 
manu~act urers to pay legal currency i s indi cat i ve of the t or-
pi d at t i tudes of that Republican dominated body. The ab s ten-
tions on many of the roll calls indicates that t he Rep ublicans 
would n ot a l ien at e the Gov ernor , b ut t hey could n ot support 
his progr run in s pit e of its mildne s s . Even t he Haymarket 
Affa i r , however, did not detour Rep ubl ican suppor t of t he 
Knight s. 
On 4 May 1886, in t h e city of Chicag o an unknown person 
t hrew a bomb into a line of policemen who were about t o dis -
s olve an out door labor meeting in Haymarket Square. A 
thorough s t udy o£ this incident written in 1936 and revi sed 
in 1957 was unab l e to i dentify the person who t hr ew t he b omb, 37 
but t he st i gma of violent revolution whi ch the explos ion 
there pla ce d on labor and s ocial reform org ani zations t hrough-
out the Unite d St ates--ev en t he wor ld for that matt er--was 
one not to be eas i ly effaced. 38 The decline of the Knights 
of La bor, fre quently dated f r om this explosion, is challenged,39 
as are the supposed inimical effects on labor's political 
activities.40 Indeed, Terence Vincent Powderly, General 
37Henry David, The History or the Haymarket Affair, xvi. 
38Ibid." Chapter X, HRepercussions,ll 206-218. 
39Ibid ." .536. 
40Ibid., .538. 
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Ma s t er Workman or t he Knights condenmed the an archists 
alleg edl y as sociated with the bombing as did many l ab or 
leader s.4l A majority of the press throughout the United 
States at t acked anarchy as such without mentioning the 
Knight s being af fil i ated with the Haymarket bombing. 42 
The Republican press in Kansas paralleled these views. 
On 6 May 18e6, The Topeka Dai~ Capital, edited by J. K. 
Hudson , carr ied an editorial in which the writer said he had 
s poken to Albert Pars ons when the latter was in that c i t y 
s ome t ime i n l8~5 . Parsons , one or t he acc us ed in the Hay-
marke t Affair, told a Topeka audience t h at all property 
s hould be held " i n common. n43 nIt is easy to see," concluded 
t he editor·, tthow a leader with such ideas at the head or a 
mob, al l of whom believed the same heresies, could become 
more dangerous than so many mad dogs. u44 As an organization, 
c ontinued t he wr iter, the Knights of Labor must not be held 
"respons ible for the riotous pr oceedings in chicago. n4.5 A few 
" dangerous characters lt who It preach revolution and practice 
dynamite and f i r et! may have ini'iltrated t he Knights, but this 
would be impossible to prevent. The Knights were a "peaceab l y 
disposed organization" which was "not built on the nihilist i c 
4 1Ibid., 211 
42Ibid ., 213 :ff. 




i dea . .. 46 Nearly three months later, a f"ew disgruntled rai l -
r o a d workers destroyed some track in Wyandotte County , evoking 
from t he Capital the same opinion of the Knights.47 
The Cof feyyille Journal, another Republican paper edited 
b y D. St ewart Elliot and William A. Pef"f"er, Jr., mirrors the 
Capit al 's att it ude. By its reprint from a Chicago magazine 
in Ma y, 18e6 , t h e Journal's stand was that the48 
Knights of Labor have nothi n g in common with 
these socialists, nationalists, communists, or 
anarchists, as they style themselves, and cannot 
be held responsible, by a thinking cormnunity, 
f or the gros s acts of" wanton l awlessne ss which 
have been committed in the very heart of" our 
COUl"ltry. 
Soci a l discontent was recognized as a reality which could 
n ot be ignored. Under the heading, "Wh at Shall be Done, It t h e 
Capital out lined the possible solutions.49 Perhaps the work -
man s h ould be content with his condi tions and save as much 
of" hi s s alary as possible for better times, but the Capital 
wri t er thought this inadequate. Perhaps bet t er labor organ-
izations, meaning those wi thout radical l e aders, could 
4 6Ibid8 
47I bid ., 31 July l8b6, 2. 
4 8CoffeYVille Journal, 22 May 1886, le See Appendix A 
f or the ~ournal's poetry on anarchy. These estimates of 
organized labor in Kansas during the strikes of lees and le~6 
somewhat contradict the statements of' John D. Hicks when he 
wrote that the Union Labor party suf"fered in 18~d because that 
party ucondoned such acts of violence as were commonly imputed 
[jiiy italicy to organized labortl during such strikes. In 
Kansas, the Knights were not blamed by all conservatives for 
these outbreaks of violence. Hicks, £E. cit., 154-
49Topeka Capital, 6 May 18tl6, 2. 
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improve the workingman's sit uation. Legislation ameliorat ing 
t he wor kers' plight could be another partial solution. But 
in the final analysis the "first measure of progr e s s " was a 
re s pec t for the law along with an " unyielding faith in t he 
c ornmon sense of t he people guided by an enlightened conscience. 1t50 
Unf or t unate though it may be that through this vague process 
of impr oveme nt5l 
s ome will get burned, doubtless, b ut the r evolu-
t ion is under way, and the bes t t hing to do is to 
direct it into the channels of l aw and keep it 
there. Li t t le by little will we lear n what to do, 
and a s f as t as these lessons are learned, t he 
peopl e will be ready to profit by them. 
Five months later the Capital carried a poem entitled 
"Evolution" by Edgar Fawcett which poetically expressed 
t his Social Darwinist idea.52 
From Governor IVlartin' s speeches and actions, the Legis-
lature I s l imited enactments on l abor "reforms, II and t he 
Republican press on the HaJ~arket Affair, a pattern beg ins 
to form concerning the conservative thought during t h is 
decade pr i or to t hat or Populism. There was cognizance of 
evils within the structure of labor-management relations, 
but no profound or startling changes were p r oposed to remedy 
them. There was no panacea except that of time; they were 
c er t ain that It socialism, It us ed by them in a loose way, was 
50Ibid. 
51Ibid • 
52Ibid ., 6 October 1886, 2. See Appendix B. 
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n ot the answer , but whatever was to be done must conform to 
legal concepts , c onc epts which approach s~ne sort of mys ti -
c i sm. The "lawn would somehow keep society from be i ng 
devoured in a way that was not clear . 
Int o thi s atmosphere of gradual evolution c ame the 
Vi n c ent brothers with their American Nonconformist and Kansas 
Industria l Liber ator to Wi nfield, Kansas. 
CHAPTER III 
THE NONCONFORMIST AND THE UNION LABOR PARTY 
One writerl has drawn an analogy between the nature of 
William Jennings Bryants faith in eurrency reform to that of 
the Chartists' in suffrage reform in England. Whether this 
enthusiasm can be so paralleled is not an issue here, but 
the relationship between the policies of Kansas Populism and 
English Chartism may be closer than a figure of speech. At 
least one former Chartist, Thomas Phillips (1833-1916), who 
came to the United States in 1852, was active in both the 
Knights of st. Crispin and the Knights of Labor, the latter 
of Which was closely aligned with the Populists in 1889.2 
This kinship may have been even closer in Kansas. 
James Vincent, Sr., father of the Vincent brothers who edited 
the Nonconformist, was a native of Deal, England, born 
21 AugQst, 1821.3 One of the leaders of Chartism was Henry 
Vincent (1813-1878) born in London, a printer by trade, a 
firm Chris tian, an advocate of female suffrage, and a tee-
totaler.4 Another Henry Vincent, this one the son of James, 
lVictor C. Ferkiss, npopu1ist Influences on American 
Fascism," in The American Past, Conflioting Interpretations 
of the Great TSSues, . l46. ---
2Commons, £2. cit., II, 492 ff. The tie between the 
Southern Alliance and the Knights of Labor is readily mani-
fes t in the "St. Louis Demands, December, 1889," in Hicks, 
,2.E.. cit., 427-428. 
3Nonconformist, 20 August 1891, 1. 
4JUliUS West, ! History of the Chartist Movement, 91-92, 
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with his br other Leo, were editor s of the Ka nsas Nonconformi s t, 5 
wh o a dvoc ated the s e same t hings in t he i r paper . A direct 
blood relat i ons hip has yet to b e established betwee n these 
t wo families; in t he accounts of t heir father's p ast, nothing 
is ment i oned of a Chartist connect ion, but this may have been 
because of the v io l ence associated wi th t he movemen t , par -
tlcula r l y with regard to the r i ots of 1839 when t he Engli sh 
H~nry Vincent was impr i soned for a year.6 
Nevertheless, James Vincent, Sr., was something of a 
n onc onformist himself. His many cont ribut ions t o t he Kansas 
we ekly t est ify to the respect his t wo editor s ons had f or 
him. He was a Congr egational minister who graduated from 
Oberlin Col l ege, married Mary Sheldon, also an Oberlin gradu -
at e; t ogethe r they set out for Kansas in 1855 but t he illness 
of a r e lative caused them to stop at Tabor, Iowa, and t here 
they sett l e d . James held membership in the Ame r ican Ant i -
Sl aver y Society and served as a l e cturer through out t he mid-
west before settling in Tabor. But in Iowa, J ame s c ontin ued 
h i s abolit ionist work in the "underground railroad." He als o 
was a wr iter for Horace Greeley's New York Tr ibune and 
William Ll oyd Garrison's Liberator. During the Civil War, 
5An English Chartist newspaper was t he Nonconformist 
London We ekly Newspaper, West, £E - cit., 173. 
bwest, E,E. .. cit., lL~2:. The Vincents were not above 
ignoring things which d.id not suit their polit i cs, as at the 
Wichita Union Labor convention of l88~. They did mention 
Henry Vincent, however, when he de~ended commune groups such 
as the Society of Shakers and the Moravians, Nonconformist, 14 October 18e6, 2. . 
)0 
he served as a nurse in Washington, D. C. Back in Tabor 
aft er the war, he and his family apparently led a rather 
trying life as t h e Noncon~ormist in 18e7 states that the 
g ood p eople of this southwestern Iowa community7 
i s s ued t heir condemnation on him, tried to starve 
him out, r efused him employment, tried to teach 
h is children to hate him, dogged his boys f r om the 
publi.c schools, and for 30 years he has been the 
t arget of e very anathema that pious jealousy could 
c onceive . 
The father's independent spirit c ame into print on a 
thirty-five dolla r pr e ss with the fi rs t i s sue of the Noncon-
formist i n Tabor on 24 July 1879, with James as e di t or and 
his two sons, Henry, seventeen, and Leo, fifteen, as writerso 8 
Both Henry and Leo--the H. and L. of the masthead--were 
born in Tabor, Henry on 1 January 1662, Leo on 21 December 
1863. 9 From 1 879 until 18~6, the little publication had an 
apparent l y continuous existence in Tabor since the first 
Kansas iss ue i s v olume VII. Little is known of any political 
ac t i vity of the Vincent brothers in Iowa prior to their 
arrival in Kansas lO except that ne. Vincent,tt probably 
7Nonconformist, 28 July 1887, 1. Other biographical data 
from Nonconformist 17 November 1887, 3, and 20 August 1891, 4. Tabor is located in Fremont County in the southwestern 
corner of the s t ate. It borders on Missouri and Nebraska. 
8Ibid ., 20 August 1891, 4. For this first issue see 
Nonc onfOrmist, 25 July 1889, 18 
9Biographical Circulars, II, (M-Z), KBB K13, Kansas State 
Historical Society. 
lOLetter from Samuel P. Hays, assistant prof'essor of 
history, State University of Iowa, to this writer, 13 May 195b. 
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Cuthbert Vinc ent , anot her son of James,ll was elected per-
manent secretary of the Iowa state convention of the Gr een-
bac k p arty on 1 J u ly l8e6. 12 The reasons for-- the transfer 
of t he Nonconf ormist to Kansas were business diff i cultie s in 
Iowa, a strong Knights of Labor assembly in Winfie l d, and t h e 
town of Winfield i tse l f. Having tr~ee major rai lroads, 
Winf ield s eeme d to the Vincen t brothers an e xcell ent choice 
for publishing activities which, unlike the neighboring uboom 
town ll of Wichita, was a growing .community without the spe c u-
lative f ever of the f rontier comnunity. 13 The Topeka Capital 
greete d t he Nonconformist in November by saying that it uhas 
a wide r e putation as being one of the ablest advocates of 
labor r e form and free t hought. 1114 
In i t s first Kansas issue, a caustic paraphrase of the 
Lord 1s Pra yer entitled uGould.'s Prayer U appe ared on pag e one, 
a t hrust at both Wall Street and Bond St r e et . 15 Immediately 
IlBiographica l Circulars, Q.V. Anothe r son, MQurice, 
l ived in Lake Char les, Louisiana,-in 1888, and may have been 
involved in politics there, Nonconformist, 20 Sep tember lad8, 
2. 
12 
David C. Mott, ltIowa Political Conventions an d Platforms," 
The Annal s of Iowa, ~ Historical Quarterly, XIV (October, 
1923), 116. Presumably it was Cuthbert who ran for a county 
office in Iowa sometime before 1886, Nonconformist, 28 October 
lSt)6, 2. 
l3Nonconformist, 28 October 1886, 2-; 17 February It)()7, 2. 
14Topeka Capital, 2 November lee6, 2. On the same page, 
an editorial urged workers to vote Republican because naIl 
the progress already made in the workingman's condition tt was 
the r esult of Republican policies. Excer.pts from other papers 
relative the Nonconformist move are found in the first issue 
of the Nonconformist. 
15See Appendix C. 
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b eneath t he "pr ayer" is a n " Answe r to Gould 's Pray e r H wh i c h 
eulogize s Ter enc e V. Powderly of ' the Knight s of Labor , 
c ondemns the Re publi cans, Democrats, and, strangely e nough , 
t h e Greenbackers, since al l t hree part i es, it was alleged, 
are c ont r ol le d by capi talistic interests. 16 Editorially, in 
t his iss ue, the Vincents supported the Gre enback par ty b ut 
witho ut much fervor; it Has Itadvancinglt but the y !t are enthu-
siastic for any new party which takes steps in a dvanc e . n17 
I n the nex t month, the editors described the Nonc onformist 
as uan I n dependen t Anti-Monopol y journalu which fls trikes at 
wrong where- ever /SiC .7 found wit h an abs olutely fear less. 
11 18 h and. 
• • 
In nearly every issue either the bro thers or J ames, Sr ., 
struck a t t he tlwronglt in the trial of the Chicago lIanarchists .1I 
In t he first issue the Associ a ted Press came under s pecia l 
a ttack for what was claimed to be distortions of r e portin g . 
The Vincents held anarchy to be wrong, but t h e men impr i son e d 
for t he Haymarket Affair coul d not be held responsible f or 
that unfort unate event merely because they expressed unpopular 
. d 19 leas. 
Things were rapidly coming to a head in reform p olitics. 
The Gr eenback party had well-nigh disappeared a t the end of 
16Nonconformist, 7 October lSe6, 1. 
17Ibid., 4. 
18Ibid ., 25 November lStJ6, 2. 
19Ibid., October 1886, 2. 
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1886, but the c a us es of discontent had not subsided. From 
Si lve r Ci ty, Iowa,20 Cuthbert Vincent wrote of the coming 
meeting in Ci ncinnati which would include representatives 
of t h e Grange , Greenbackers, Knights of Labor, the Alliances, 
and Agricultural TtI]he e ls, which would be h e ld " to attempt t he 
task of organizing all the se elements into a party f or un ited 
p ol itical action. H Vincent appealed to all to abandon out-
mode d p ar t y loyalty: "We are not married to 'party', n he 
worte, "b ut to 'principle I . u21 Earlier in the year, at : a 
July meeting of t he Iowa Greenback party in Des Moines, a 
partial fusion with the statels Democratic party had been 
a c hieved. This was the same meeting at which Vincent had 
be en chosen permanent secretary.22 From the Cincinnati 
me e ting, which started 22 February 1887, the Union Labor 
par t y eme r ge d. On 3 March the Nonconformist cal'lried a pre-
liminary report of the convention and later a quite detailed 
de script ion of the events there, probably r eported by 
'Le9Pold Vincent. 23 The platform contained much of what 
earlier third parties had advocated including provisions for 
taxes on unimproved land, 2 4 opening Oklahoma for settlement, 
20S ilver City is located in 1\1i118 COLlnty, IO"T.va, just 
north of Fremont County. 
21Nonconformist, 9 December ldb6, 2. 
22Mott , loc. cit., 116. 
23Nonconformist, 3 March 18d7, 1; 10 l'1arch 18e7, 1. 
24Henry George was there and addressed the convention. 
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public control of irrigation "where necessary," public owner-
ship or control of transportation and communication, free 
coinage of silver, a graduated income tax, direct election of 
United States Senators, Chinese exclusion, and woman suffrage. 25 
The labor proviSions, including laws for arbitration, an 
anti-convict labor clause, and a denunciation of the use of 
detectives in labor disputes, are almost identical to those 
proposals of the Knights of Labor as found in an earlier 
issue of the newspaper. 26 The Vineents were quite pleased 
wi th the new party and devoted nearly all of page one l_·of 
the 10 March 1887 issue to the convention, including the 
welcoming address of a Reverend Mr. Lockwood, of Cincinnati, 
who denounced in no uncertain terms the "m.onied classes It and 
monopoly in general. 
Organization .of Kansas for the Union Labor party pro-
ceeded slowly in the spring and early summer of 1887. 
Activities such as the collection of names of Union Labor 
sympathizers by John W. Breidentha127 and the organization 
of eounty committees like that of Sumner in May.28 All the 
while, the Nonconformist carried the Cincinnati platform as 
a regular feature. The old Greenback arguments were also 
continued and were phrased to appeal to the Kansas debtor. 
25Nonconfor.mist, ~ March 1887, 1. 
26Ibid., 25 November 1886, 2. 
27Ibid ., 12 May 1887, 1. 
28ibid., 26 May 1887, 3. 
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In a June issue the editors noted the gradual decrease of 
currency in circulation which had continued under both 
Republican and Democratic administrations. 29 To this the 
Nonconformist cried: 30 
Good heavens1 where is the improvement of 
the Democratic over the Republican administration? 
The whole Republican and Democratic party leaders· 
aren't worth drowning for they would poison the 
very - stream that shut off their wind, but the 
people who want a better state of things than that 
they are complaining of now, should and must shut 
down on both parties and try again, and keep try-
ing, until step by step corruption in parties is 
headed off, and people are educated up to the 
point, where they will find out that government 
can be best conducted without any party at all. 
Not only is this a sample of their wit, but it also indicates 
that the Vincents were not to be tied to party labels. In 
this same issue on page one a correspondent, whose letter 
was printed, criticized the editors for an article eompli-
mentary to a Democrat, to which they replied that the Noncon-
formist must allow for differences of opinion regardless of 
party affiliation. 
By the end of June, a Cowley County Union Labor committee 
was organized31 while in the middle of July nearly every ward 
and township had a committeeman. 32 Breidenthal, acting as 
chairman of the state committee, issued a calIon 14 July for 
a state meeting of Union Laborites in Topeka on 9 August to 
29This was not just propaganda. See Hicks, £E. cit., 87-88. 
30 Nonconforraist, 2 June 1887, 1. 
3IIbid., 23 Jane 1887, 2. 
32Ibid., 14 July 1887, 2. 
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organize the state.33 Although no Vincent was elected to 
represent Cowley Oounty,34 Leo attended and served on the 
resolutions committee. 35 Braidenthal was elected chairman 
or the state central committee as well as chairman for the 
third Congressional district. 
John W. Breidenthal played a leading role not only in 
Union Labor politics but in the later Populist party. He 
was born 27 June 1857, at Le Sueur, Minnesota, but was reared 
at Terre Haute, Indiana. 36 During his youth in Terre Haute, 
Breidenthal heard Democratic Senator Daniel Woolsey Voorhees 
debate Colonel Richard W. Thompson on the Western Finance 
Bill. Impressed by the logic and arguments of Voorhees, he 
became a Greenbacker. 3? Young Breidenthal came west in 1887, 
settled in Chetopa, Kansas, to work in a real estate office, 
established his own eventually, and by 1884 had branched 
into the loan business .38 But, in spite of this Itcapital-
ist lc It enterprise, Breidenthal bec8J.lle popular with the 
33Ibid • 
34Ibid ., 11 August 1887, 2. A. J. Miller was the delegate. 
35Ibid ., 3. 
36Topeka Capital, 16 January 1910. Clipping furnished 
by his son, the late Maurice Breidenthal. 
37Chetopa, Kansas, Advan~e, 21 January 1910. Clipping 
furnished by Maurice Breidehtnal. Another source points to 
a parental Greenback influence. In an obituary of Johnts 
mother, his father was said to have been an early Green'backer, 
Nonconformist, 15 August 1889, 5. 
38Topeka Capital, 16 January 1910. Clipping furnished 
by Maurice Breidenthal. 
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political rebels in the state. In 1884, he ran unsuccess-
~ully on the Greenback-Labor ticket for Lieutenant-governor 
of the state and received more votes than did that party's 
gubernatorial candidate although six other Greenback-Labor 
candidates for state office ran ahead of him. 39 
The August, 1887, meeting in Topeka accomplished two 
major things: the endorsement of the national Union Labor 
platform and the organization of the state for the fall 
county electlons.40 County conventions to nominate candi-
dates for these offices were held after this meeting. The 
Cowley convention was held 9 September 1887, with Henry 
Vincent as permanent secretary, and they drew up a full slate 
with one exception.41 The Cowley County Union Labor Central 
Committee later selected Henry to be one of its two corres-
ponding secretaries.42 The NoncoDrormist carried reports of 
other county conventions.43 
All this activity bore f'ruit in November. "GOOD ENOUGH!!! 
is the headline the Nonconformist carried over the results. 
39Admirels Hand-Book, 328-336. ~his evidence, verified 
by the Fourth~,Biennial Report of the Secretary of State, 
1883-4, contradicts a statement made by Barr which had 
Breidenthal leading the Greenback-Labor ticket, Barr, £E. cit., 
1153. 
40Nonconformist, 11 August 1887, 3. 
41Ibid., 15 September 1887, 2. 
42ibid., 29 September 1887, 3. 
43A published account of one of' these conventions is 
found in Jam.es C. Malin, "The Kinsley Boom in the Late Eighties,U 
K.~.g., IV (May, 1935), 173. 
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James N. Connor, the Union Labor candidate for Cowley County 
sheriff, was the only labor candidate to win there, while in 
Linn County another Union Labor candidate for sheriff won.44 
The most outstanding victory was in Breidenthal's Labette 
County where the entire Union Labor slate was eiected.45 
The Topeka Capital's story reported that there was little 
available data nrelative to the gains and losses to the 
respective parties having tickets in the field.1-I4 6 The 
absence of editorial comment in this Republican paper might 
indicate that the Grand Old Party of Kansas was none too 
pleased with the drift. Ed Greer, editor of the Winfield 
Daily Courier, another Republican daily, called the Noncon-
formist "anarchistic" in an article which the Vincent boys 
gleefully reprinted even before the election.47 Later, Greer 
said that he lI ••• noticed a decided tendency toward social-
ismt1 in the Nonconformist. His opinion, he said, was confirmed 
by the Vincent brothers' denunciations of the trial of the 
Haymarket anarchists. Those who defended the Chicago anarch-
ists were "more dangerous t1 than the anarchists themselves. 
- -
"Therefore,'" reasoned Greer, "I denounced the Vincents as 
44Nonconformist, 17 November 1887, 1. Unfortunately 
the Cowley County re-turnsf'or this 1887 election are not 
available, Letter from Wallace R. Stovall, Cowley County 
clerk, to this writer, 26 January 1961. The Noncon~0rmist 
of the above date, however, has a ward-township breakdown o~ 
the vote. 
45Topeka Capital, 10 November 1887, 1. 
46Ibid. 
47Noneonformist, 27 October 1887, 2. 
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anarchists, and from that time I believed in my heart that 
they were dangerous to the peace and welfare of our commun-
ity.,,48 Greer made these statements in 1891; in that year 
he added that the three Vineents " ••• are gentlemen of 
excellent character. • • n but tt. • • their excellency of 
personal character make them that much more dangerous in 
teaching the doctrines whieh they seem to hold. n49 
The opinions of the Vincents anent the Haymarket Affair 
were a shade clearer than the foregoing opinion of the 
Vincents. In their reprint of an undated editorial from the 
Lewiston, Maine, Advocate, the reform editors clearly expressed 
their disllke of any bomb-throwing to achieve their goals. 
In spite of the fact that anarchists "are among our worst 
enemies" they had a right to proclaim. their ideas. In addi-
tion,50 "they are human beings whom we believe have been 
unjustly convicted o~ a crime they never committed, and while 
believing so, we demand that justice be done them." Then in 
- 51 November, 1887, with much spleen the Vincents declared: 
Last Friday, the 11th, four of the Chicago 
anarchists were choked to death with all the cool-
ness of a packinghouse sticker ••• The monopolists 
mean to hush every breath that speaks out for 
effectual reform. A demand was made for blood, 
48proceedings of the Joint Committee ••• to Inv~stigate 
the EX~loSion which Occurred at Coffeyville, Kansas, October 
18, 18 8, 431. Hereafter cited as Investigation. 
49Ibid., 581-582. 
50Nonconformist, 6 October 1887, 3. 
51Ibid., ~7 November 1887, 1. 
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and like the savage attacking, the courts connive 
to hang the first person they eould lay their 
hands upon, as the Indian after losing a brother 
at the hands of a drunken white, scalps the first 
unfortunate that comes within his reach •••• 
In this same editorial the Vincents did not overlook Ed Greer. 
They did ~~not expect to be understood by the I great big 
leading dailies' of the west such, for instance, as the 
Winfield Courier. Its next issue will doubtless demand in 
thunder tones for an overhauling or this office; that 'public 
safety' requires it and a lots more such statesmanshiP: ,,52 
It was shown later that these two editorials, and other of 
similar alkalinity, caused Greer to consider the Vincent 
brothers anarchists. 53 
Starting from the limited successes of 1887, the Union 
Labor party looked forward to the excitement of a presidential 
election yea:r. T. M. Gruelle, national chairman of the party 
issued, on 12 March 1888, a call for the national convention 
to be held 15 May, again at Cincinnati. 54 With active 
organizations in only eight states, and those centered in the 
midwest,55 there was little possibility for national success. 
On the local level, however, the party might aehieve some 
52Ibid. 
53Investigation, 595-596. These editorials were read 
into the record at this point. 
54Nonconformist, 19 April 1888, 4. 
55Kansas, Misso~ri, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Texas, 
Arkansas, and Nebraska, Hicks, £E. cit., 154, 156. 
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gains as did the Grangers in the 1870 1s, only this time as 
a distinctive political organization outside the old parties. 
John W. Breidenthal, chairman of the Kansas Union Labor 
party, was quite optimistic for the party's chances in 1888. 
Claiming 50,000 votes in the county elections of 1887,56 
Breidenthal predicted in March that, with a firm organization, 
the party could capture both the legislature and the governor's 
ehair in November. 57 In order to lubricate the party1s propa-
ganda machine Breidenthal, the Vincents and other Union 
Labor editors formed the Independent Newspaper Union with 
Breidenthal as president, Henry and Leo Vincent as business 
managers, and Watson Heston as cartoonist. The Union was 
to act as a press service with the function to supply copy 
to members.58 Over thirty Union Labor newspapers belonged 
and copy was probably sent to out-or-state papers as well. 59 
Breidenthal, acting as chairman of the Third Congres-
sional District, issued a call for a meeting at Independence 
to select delegates to the Cincinnati convention,60 at which 
E. R. Ridgely, of Crawford County, and Leo Vincent were 
61 
elected. ~he report o~ the Cincinnati convention, apparently 
56The state of Kansas does not publish these figures. 
57Nonconformist, 22 March 1888~ 3. 
58 . Ibid., 5 April 1888, 3. Cuthbert and Leo were on the 
board of directors. 
59A list of the Kansas papers is round in Ibid., 19 April 
1888, 4. 
60Ibid ., 26 April 1888, 4. 
61Ibid ., 3 May 1888, 3. 
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written by Leo, was too much for one issue. 62 The most 
interesting thing about the Cincinnati convention, however, 
was the failure of the attempted merger of the Union Labor 
and United Labor parties. The latter advanced the single-
tax doctrine of Henry George as opposed to the mild socialism 
in the 1887 platform. Each party held a separate convention 
simult aneously in Cincinnat i wi th the hope that some kind of 
agreement might be reached. Dr. Edward McGlynn, a leader of 
the United Labor forces, attempted to work out an agreement 
with the Union Labor men but without success. 63 McGlynn was 
a Catholic priest who was excommunicated in 1887 for his 
single-tax ideas but he was eventually forgiven and he 
returned to the church in 1892. 64 
The single-tax idea had little appeal for theWinf'ield 
reform editors. Back in June, 1887, the Vincents accused 
Henry George of compromising principle with tlhis party 
intrigues in the interest of capitalo u65 The next month 
James Vincent, Sr., wrote a violent anti-George article 
declaring that his program was ill-suited for the western 
.farmer. 66 
62Ibid., 17 May 1888, 2-3; 24 May 1888, 1. 
63Nathan Fine, Labor and Farmer Parties in the United 
States, 51. - --
64Ibid., 52. His excommunication was effective 4 July 
1887 ana-ni was reinstated in December, 1892, Dictionary of 
Ameriean Biography. XII, 53-54. --
65Nonconformist, 9-June 1887, 3. 
66Ibid., 14 July 1887, 3. Henry George was repudiated 
by the United Labor party in 1888, Nonconrormist, 17 May 1888, 30 
4.3 
After the Cincinnati convention, Kansas Union Laborites 
settled down to running a political party. The Nonconformist 
ran the 1888 platform in nearly every issue during the eam-
paign. 67 Numerous rallies, speaking engagements for "Prof." 
Cuthbert Vincent and others, and conventions, both district 
and eounty, kept interest high. On 6 JQne, the Third 
District met to nominate its candidate for Congress. Both 
Henry and Cuthbert were delegates to this convention, where 
W. H. Utley, resident of Parsons and a former Congregational 
minister, was nominated. 68 
Allison Jennes Streeter, the Union Labor candidate for 
President of the United States, spoke in Winfield on 27 July. 
"Prof. U Vincent introduced Adoniram J. Miller, an Arkans as 
City Union Labor leader, who in turn introduced Streeter to 
a "monster crowd. u Needless to say, all this was published 
in the Nonconformist. Streeter was a "War Dem.ocrat" during 
the Civil War who in 1872 was elected to the Illinois legis-
lature and who worked closely with the Grangers. The next 
year he assisted in the format ion or an Illinois labor party. 
In 1878, he was a candidate for the United States Congress as 
a Greenbacker. 69 
67See Nonconformist, 17 May 1888, 3, for the rirst 
printing. 
68Nonconformist, 14 June 1888, 1, 4. Cuthbert was one 
or the featured speakers at a rally one evening. 
69Ibid ., 24 May 1888, 1;,; 2 Au.gust 1888, 1. 
Breidenthal called f'or a state convention on 10 July 
to be held in Wichita on 28 August. 70 The eonvention 
actually began on the night of 27 August when Breidenthal, 
John Davis of Junction City, C. J. Lamb of Kirwin, and others, 
arrived early.7 l According to the Republican Wichita Eagle, 
some 150 delegates caucused that evening but nothing was 
apparently discovered about the nature of this secret meet-
ing. 72 Breidenthal was quoted as having polled eighty-
seven counties and expected the Union Labor party to receive 
80,000 votes in the f'all elections. It appears that 
Breidenthal ha.d the power to name himself' f'or governor, "and 
if' he don't (Sic.7 want to run the bluf'f he will suggest the 
name of the f'ellow for the place.,,73 
Breidenthal called the convention to order the next day 
at Garfield Hall with about 280 delegates from seventy-two 
counties in attendance. 74 The credentials and resolutions 
eommittees were eleeted, f'ollowed by a few opening remarks 
by Reverend Gilbert De La Matyr, the main speaker for the 
evening. 75 De La Matyr was a Civil War Methodist chaplain 
with the 18th New York Artillery. Arter the war he settled 
70Ibid ., 19 July 1888, 2. 
71Wicbita Eagle, 28 August 1888, 5. 
72Ibid • 
73Ibid. 
74Ibid.; Nonconformist, 6 September 1888, 1-2. 
75Wichita Ea~le, 29 August 1888, 5. Jerry Simpson repre-
sented the Sevent District on the credentials eommitteeo 
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in Indianapolis, Indiana, and entered Democratic politics, 
winning election to the United States House or Representa-
tives in 1879, serving only one term. In 1881, he moved to 
Denver, Colorado, and served in a. church until he was called 
to Akron, Ohio, in 1889, where he served until his death in 
1892. 76 
In the afternoon session the delegates were treated 
with the rhetoric and sarcasm of Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Lease. 
She declared that monopoly was on the side or the devil while 
the people were on the side of God. On womants rights Mrs. 
Lease showed her campaign talents were polished long berore 
the Populist campaign or 1890: 77 
I thank God I have lived to see this day 
when the people are beginnin~ to think for them-
selves and the union labor /sie.7 party is 
formed. For years they would not have us on the 
church board nor school board and now I see by 
the congressional record ;aic.7 '~ic~ shows 
Mr. Harrison in favor of taking the washboard 
from the women.· 
The delegates uttered "wild cheers" ror this kind or oratory.78 
Next to speak was a Negro delegate ~rom Pratt County, a man 
named Tabbell: 79 
I feel today that the Union Labor party is 
one of the best parties inaugurated. • .Now I have 
76Biographica1 Directort of the American Congress, 1072. De La Matyr was the Union La or candidate for governor of 
Colorado in 1888, Nonconformist, 11 October 1888, 1. 
77Wichita Eagle, 29 August 1888, 5. 
78Ibid. 
79Ibid • The Vincents spelled his name Cabell, Noncon-
formist~September 1888, 1. 
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FUSIONISTS? HANG! 1183 Then, as in April, 1888,84 :rusion 
with any other party was denounced as a surrender or princi-
pIe to political parties which had _  demonstra.ted their :faith-
lessness to the will of the people. The resolutions committee, 
at any rate, did not render a solution one way or the other. 
Fusion was left to each county to deeide. 85Cowley County, and 
probably most county o~ganizationsJ maintained a separate 
ticket. 
The convention picked Peter Percival Elder for its 
gubernatorial candidate. Sixty-:four years old, Elder was a 
New Englander who came to Kansas in 1857 and settled in 
Franklin County. For twenty years he had been a Republican 
and served in the Territorial legislature when John J. 
Ingalls was secretary or that body_ He had been elected to 
the state Senate in 1860 and 1867, lieutenant governor in 
1870, to the state House or Representatives in 1875, 1876 
and 1877; he acted as speaker in the latter year. By 1883, 
however, Elder became a Greenbacker and w'as returned to the 
Kansas House as such in that year. 86 Elder, then, personi~ies 
that statement of the Eagle which described the Union Labor 
83Nonconformist, 2 June 1887, 3. 
84Ibid., 12 April 1888, 3. 
85In the 1888 campaign, some Democratic and Union Labor 
state Senate candidates were "~usionn candidates while others 
were not. See Admire IS Hand-Book, 397, 398, for ex.amples of 
separate tickets, and ··399, 406, for n~usionn examples. 
86Admirels Hand-Book, 413-414. 
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party as tIthe old Greenback party. u87 The Eagle sneered at 
the poverty of the party when it said that Elder was nomi-
nated because he "is credited with baing one of the wealthiest 
men in the state. The fact that the Republicans made him 
lieutenant governor some years ago didntt satisfy his long-
ings for office nor constrain him in hi~ moral obligation. '188 
Just what the "moral obligation" Elder should have t·owards 
the Republican party was not explained. 
The Nonconformist, naturally enough, gave the convention 
much space. Among the resolutions were demands that Oklahoma 
be opened for settlement, that publie school texts be sup-
plied by the state It at cost, It sympathy for the Irish leader 
Parnell, and a denunciation of United States Senator John J. 
Ingalls as a. "traitor unf'it to represent the state of' 
Kansas. ,,89 Among the notes of the convention proeeedings, 
the Vincents remarked on the number of' clergymen at the 
meetlng. 90 The party expressed its satisfaction with press 
coverage by the Wichita newspapers,91 but the convention had 
ended when the Eagle unloaded on "THAT NEGRO'S SPEECH" on 
31 August. This paroxysmal tira.de was UAbout a Crowd ot: 
.. 
Recrea.nt Venals and Old Played-Out Hacks It who ttf"or the most 




89Nonconformist, 6 September 1888, 1-2. 
90Ibid., 3. 
91Wi~hita Eagle, 30 August 1888, 4. 
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part ••• constitutes the rottenest lot of hypocritical poli-
tical demagogues that ever tried to blight the prospects or 
cloud the raith of the rairest state or the new world's hope 
and glory. It Along with the a.ccusation that the party attempted 
to nominate a "Topeka anarchist .. 92 f'or associate justice of' 
the state Supreme Court, the Eagle struck out against Tabbell, 
the Negro orator, and the men who praised his speech: 
Ninety men in that convention, who claimed that 
they were ex-Union soldiers, applauded to the 
echo a big mouthed, brainless yaw in negro /sie.7 
who declared that the war what sic. gave him 
his liberty--but which has nota y ailed to make 
a man of him--was fought to a successrul conclu-
sion solely for what money there was in sight for 
the white soldier. Suoh a man, such a blaek 
beast, ought not to be permitted to breathe the 
pure atmosphere of Ameriea. He ought to be the 
slave of a Mexican greaser. • .Away with such 80-
called men, they desecrate the very name o~ an 
American, and in the damnable ~iltpy dust of that 
which Judas demanded ror the Lire o~ Humanity's 
Christ, they trail not only their own honor b~t 
the innocent souls or their unfortunate orr-
spring. • • 
The editorial ended by saying that it was Ita great pityU 
that these men who approved the speeoh were not killed in 
the war s inca their words and actions raised the It cries. • 0 
from the sanguinary fields or the Potomac and or the Missis-
sippi against the unholy cheer set up over the debasing 
sentiments of that nigger's brutal speech. n Understandably 
.-' 
enough, the Nonconformist reported this address as "a 
spirited and excellent speech" which "aroused enthu~ia.sm. ,,93 
92probably they meant C. G. Clemens, Noncon£ormist, 
6 September 1888, 2. 
93Nonconformist, 6 September 1888, 1. 
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There were too many old soldiers who might feel the same 
way as did the Eagle. 
The Topeka Capital was much less apoplectic about the 
convention than was its sister in Wichita. A brief announce-
ment of the convention was carried on page one or the 29 
August issue, while on the following day, also on page one, 
the list of nominees and a summary of the resolutions was 
reported. This same issue carried an editorial entitled, 
liThe Labor Party Movement, n which, s aid that n the workingmen 
are justified in taking care of their own interests ••• 
Workingmen have real grievances, and they have just grounds 
of complaint against existing social and political condi-
tions." At the beginning of the next month the Capital 
editorially urged labor to stay with the G. O. P. The 
Capital reprinted from Ed Greerls Courier the sentiment that 
"the true union labor /SiC .7 party, in this contest, is the 
republican /Sic.7 party ••• By its platform, by the declara-
tion of its leaders, by the action of its representatives in 
eongongressjiie17, by every inspiration of its members, and 
by every pledge a great party can give, the republican fiie.7 
party is committed to the cause of American workingmen. n94-
Between 1886 and 1888, a signi£1eant labor party rose 
from the ashes of the Greenbaekers and other dissatisfied 
elements. Led by newspapers su~h as the Nonconrormist, this 
Union Labor party acquired a set o~ principles which advocated 
94Topeka Capital, 6 September 1888, 2. 
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reform by way of and through the existing political structure, 
but they were unwilling to wait for these changes. Agrarian 
though this was in many respects--witness the disavowal of 
the single-tax doctrine and the plea for opening the Oklahoma 
lands--its nonagricultural elements were strong, centered 
chiefly around the Knights of Labor which even in 1889 had 
considerable Western strength. 95 The Union Labor and the 
Republican parties were waging a tug-or-war over labor; 
Governor MartinIs successful tactics of 1885 and 1886 were 
losing their effectiveness as indicated by the county elec-
tions in 1887. Now, in 1888, the Union Laberites, though 
short of funds, maintained an active and vocal ne'wspaper chain 
and a reasonable amount of cohesiveness. The Republican 
problem was how to cope with this threat. But before 
entering this phase, it is well to consider the prophetic 
remarks of the Capital when in 1886 it referred to some 
Massachusetts labor organizations which had decided to support 
the existing political organizations in the elections of that 
year:96 
Had a new party been set up and the membership 
pledged to nominate eandidates for every office 
be filled, the whole movement would have failed. • • 
The more one sees of this new party business, the 
more apparent is the fact that nothing short of a 
great uprising of the people against some existing 
laws or customs can be relied upon to build up a 
new party on the ruins or the old ones •••• 
95Fine , 2E. cit., 125. 
96Topeka Capital, 2 October 1886, 2. 
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Two years a~ter this type was put to bed, that party appeared 
not in Massachusetts but in Kansas. The Capital, however, 
was not content to allow nature, expressed through a political 
organization such as the Union Labor party, to consummate its 
protest against the laws and the customs. The Capital and 
and other Republican newspapers must have felt compelled to 
play the role of the "enlightened conscienee" of which it had 
spoken in May, 1886,97 and enter the arena of practical 
affairs of' men and influence them into "the channels of law" 
to which all conservatives, and even the "radicals" for that 
matter, paid such glowing tribute. The degree o~ acceleration 
toward the goals of social and individual wall-being were the 
issues of the day. The conservatives . were a.bout to take a 
direct hand in political affairs in order to accomplish what 
they thought were means to that end, the erfects of which 
were to have a direct bearing on the emergence or Populism. 
97Ibid., 6 May 1886, 2. 
CHAPTER IV 
ft THE COFFEYVILLE DYNAMI TE OUTRAGE tt 
The Kansas Attorney General, Republican S. B. Bradford, 
toured the Third Congressional District and reported that 
Republican Congressman B. W. Perkins, candidate for re-
election to his House seat, had little to rear in the 1888 
election. "He will caxary every eounty in the district, for 
the republicans [iie.7 are determined to win. ul Ed Greer, 
on a visit to Topeka in October, also told the Capit a l 
readers that the G. O. P. would win in the Third Distriet. 2 
On the Union Labor side, John W. Breidenthal, as early as 
May at the 1888 Cincinnati Union Labor convention, stated, 
ltWa shall certainly carry the Third. • • n3 Furthermore, he 
asserted that the party in 1887 gathered 50,000 votes which 
he hoped to double in November. nWe expect to get a clear 
majority of the State Legislature, II he predicted, "and to 
elect a United States Senator •••• 1 tell you we are whooping 
them up, and you may expeet to hear something drop in Kansas 
next November. u4 It did, too. 
Several things dropped in 1888 that effected the cam-
paign. One was a form of type dropped by George W. Poorman, 
ITopeka Capital, 4 September 1888, 2. 
2Ibid ., 13 October 1888, 4. 




a prlnter working for the Nonconformist. Leo Vincent and 
Poorman were somewhat antagonistic toward each other, accord-
ing to Poorman, although the printer was on good terms with 
Henry and Cuthbert. 5 One day, apparently in August, 1888, 
Poorman ruined some type which had been set as a result, 
according to Poorman, of Leo's interference. 6 The printer 
quit work that very day, but not before he offered to settle 
the dispute nout on the pavement, so that I could give him a 
sound thrashing, or he could give me one and settle it •• •• "7 
Poorman claimed that the Vincents owed him back wages to the 
amount of $87.59 and initiated a suit before Justice of the 
Peace G. H. Buckman on 11 August 1888. 8 According to 
poorman,9 and verified by the record,10 Justice Buckman ruled 
in Poorman's favor only for the Vincents to appeal to the 
District Court on 14 September. Seven months passed before 
the suit was dismissed on the motion of the defense on the 
grounds that Poorman was not present to pursue the case. ll 
5Investigation, 335. 
6Ibid ., 338-339. 
7 Ibid., 344. 
8George Poorman vs. H. Vincent and L. Vincent, No. 3593, 
District Court, CowleY-County Kansas, 11 August 1888. Here-
after cited as Poorman VB. Vincent Brothers. 
9Investigation, 334. 
10Poorman vs. Vincent Brothers. 
llIbid. The suit was dismissed 24 April 1889 "for wa.nt 
of prosecution at PIff r s cost. U 
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Poorman, through his connection with the Nonconformist, 
had learned of a secret organization within the Union Labor 
party called the National Order of Videttes. The Vincents 
had printed the Order's ritual, but both Henry and Cuthbert, 
and probably Leo, belonged to it.12 The primary purpose of 
the Videttes was to maintain the independence of the Union 
Labor party; that is, to prevent fusion with either the 
Republicans or the Democrats. 13 According to Mrs. Mary E. 
Lease at a later date, not only was she a member14 but she 
claimed that Republicans in Sedgwick County, including the 
county chairman, were members. 15 From another source there 
is the statement that the Vidette membership consisted 
largely of those who were also Knights of Labor. 16 Several 
instances of fusion, mentioned previously, make it clear 
that the labor vote in Kansas was something both Democrats 
and Republicans were wooing, and had courted for some time o 
Breidenthal related in May instances of Democratic-Republican 
fusion against some of the local Union Labor candidates. 17 
Such a secret organization as the Videttes would be a natural 
thing for those who felt that an independent course of 
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political action must be maintained for the sake of principle. 
At a Cowley County Union Labor convention on 8 September 1888, 
at which county candidates were nominated, a strong anti-
fusion resolution vas passed along with one which said that 
any nominee must publicly state his sapport or the 1888 
Cincinnati platform.18 By such stringent terms, and by the 
use of the Videttes, it was apparently hoped that the party 
would be clear of either Republicans or Democrats. 
As for the other aspects of the Videttes, it used the 
usual esoteric folderol of secret orders: secret hand grips 
and signs, a written, secret code, and a lengthy ritual. 
The oath to which members swore drew from the Declaration of 
Independence, the slogan of the French Revolution (t1Equality, 
Liberty, and Fraternity"), and what appears to be remnants 
or several very old Fourth of July orations. The constitution 
excoriated capitalism, praised the working classes, and 
admitted to membership whites only. ltWe have powerful and 
bitter enemies to encounter,'" read the ritual, "that will 
fight us to the death. 1119 
Poorman thought the Videttes treasonable, or so he said 
at any rate. 20 Sometime in September he approached Benjamin 
S. Henderson, a Winfield Republican, who was to debate 
18Ibid., 13 September 1888, 3. 
19Investigati.on, 79. The ritual and other material on 
the Videttes was introduced . as Exhibits Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17. 
20Ibid ., 337. 
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Cuthbert Vincent on 6 and 8 October, a program arranged by 
the two political clubs,21 and told Henderson about the 
organization. PooFman said he could secure a copy of the 
ritual from Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Nutt at South Haven. Hender-
son and Poorman went to James Cooper, chairman or the Cowley 
County Republican central committee, who agreed to pay 
Poorman $5.00 for his t'expenses" in securing the ritual. 22 
Poorman went to South Haven with a concocted story about 
buying a newspaper there to be operated for the Union Labor 
cause. With this story, he wedged his way into the conf"i-
dence of Mr. and Mrs. Nutt. He was initiated into the Order 
at his request by Sam Nutt who gave Poorman a copy of the 
ritual beca.use he wanted "to keep well posted in regard to 
the workings of the order. • • • n23 He returned to Winrield 
and showed it to R. R. Frey, treasurer of the county Republi-
can committee, Cooper, Henderson, and others. 24 Frey paid 
Poorman the promised expense money,25 but somehow Ed Greer 
came into possession of' the ritu~l in order to pnblish it, 
but without the permission of' the local Republican leaders, 
according to Frey.26 Frey said Greer might have taken it 
21Ibid., 291, 329; Noneonf'ormist, 20 September 1888, 3. 
22investigation, 329. 
23 Ibid • 
24Ibid • , 330. 
25Ibid • , 229. 
26Ibid • , 235. 
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rrom a safe where Cooper had placed it for use in the cam-
paign at another time. 27 Greer's story is that Poorman, 
after quitting the Nonconformist, worked from him for a few 
days28 and had urged Greer to print the ritual of the "anarch-
istie" Videttes. After securing it from the Nutt family, 
Poorman gave Greer the ritual in return for $2.50; Cooper, 
Poorman told the Courier editor, would give him another $2.50 
for his expenses. 29 However Greer may have obtained the 
material, on 4 Oetober 1888 he published it in his newspaper, 
accusing the Vincents of being members of an anarchistic 
organization. 30 
The Vincents were undaunted at this. On the same day, 
they ran not only a portion of the Courier's exposure, which 
charged all three brothers with membership in the Videttes, 
but excerpts from the Winfield Telegram, a Democratic paper, 
in which Henry denied membership for both himself and brother 
Leo. Their comment on the matter wa.s entitled, u'ANARCHISM'--
Bow Wowl1 n In this they conceded that some two years before 
they did print the ritual, believing that the Videttes were 
nan offshoot or advance guard of the G. A. R •••• U Some of 
., 
this printing had been done by the Telegram as the Telegram 
excerpts also stated. In fact, the Vincents referred to a 
27Ibid • 
28Ibid ., 69. 
29 Ibid., 97. 
30Winfield Courier, 4 October 1888, 1. 
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two-year business relationship with the Courier, concluding: 3l 
They are tortured with our prosperity; the Courier 
buys a few bundles of paper, while we buy by the 
half-car; the Union Labor meetings are crowded and 
enthusiastic, the contrast exasperates, hence, 
"Arnicatr is the only sequel. 
At the same time, the Vincents reminded their readers that 
immediately prior to the 1887 county election Greer aocused 
them of being "anarchists U while they were in Iowa ministering 
to their dying mother. 32 
During the Henderson-Vincent debate, Henderson accused 
Cuthbert of being an anarchist on the basis of the ritual 
which he had in his possession, but the Vineents were 
satisfied to reprint the stories of the debate from both the 
Telegram and the Winfield Visitor, an "independent" paper, 
both of which scoffed at the idea as well as quoting from 
unnamed Reptablican sources that the charges were a "mistake. n33 
This was not the first time in the campaign that the Noncon-
formist was accused of" being tlanarchistic," f'or in July the 
Erie Republican-Record said that 'Watson Heston l s cartoons 
promoted anarchy, a eharge the Nonconi'ormist editors were 
unafraid to reprint .34-
If the Vincents were unperturbed at least they had the 
dubious satisf"action of seeing George Poorman fear for his 
31Nonconformlst, 4 October 1888, 2, 3. 
32Ibid • 
33Investigation, 292; Nonconformist, 11 October 1888, 2. 
3~onconformist, 12 July 1888, 20 
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life. By the time of the first expose, they knew Poorman had 
something to do with Greer's possession or the ritual. The 
writer of an editorial on ~ October did not deny that he had 
threatened Poorman. 35 Poorman told Greer on either 3 or 4 
Oetober,3 6 that Sam Nutt was looking for him. "r must get 
away," he said, "if I stay here I know I will get into 
troubie."37 Greer gave him an additional $5.00, possibly 
more, and told him to go to Topeka where Henry Booth, chair-
man of the Republican state central committee, would assist 
him in leaving the state. Poorman wanted to return to 
Bellaire, Ohio, his home. 38 He arrived in Topeka on 5 October39 
and was lito some extent" under the influence of' intoxicating 
liquor, said Bion S. Hutchins, secretary of the Republiean 
state central commlttee.40 The next day Poorman left the 
state, not to return until 1891.41 With $10.00 from Booth, 
plus $15.00 he received at the Winfield depot,42 Poorman had 
enough money to leave. He was in no mood to return to Kansas 
35Nonconformist, 4 October 1888, 2. Either Henry or 
Cuthbert probably made the threat as Leo seriously injured 










to press for a settlement of his suit against the Vincents 
because, as he said 1a.ter, til was afraid of' the mob that was 
lying around there doing nothing, advocat ing their doctrines. n43 
He said in 1891 that someone told him before leaving Wini'ield 
that one of the Vincents tl wou1d break my head" i:f he did not 
keep still about the Vincents being "anarchists. '144 Poorman 
wrote Greer on 22 October rrom Bellaire that he had further 
incriminating evidence on the Videttes which he would send 
providing Greer paid him the amount of the judgment secured 
against the Vincents.45 In 1891, when pressed for this evi-
dence, Poorman said he "must have had it" at the time, but 
somehow it did not mate;ialize.46 With the multiple motives 
or hate, a pecuniary patriotism, and a fear for his life, one 
is tempted to judge Poorman a weakling. Out of work, with a 
wife and Ohild,47 and the subject of attacks because of the 
near deaths of two women, Poorman was unable to withstand 
the temptations of combining a loose patriotism with personal 
gain. 
Greer, meanwhile, had written Henry Booth, state Republi-
can chairman, about the Videttes in a letter carried to him 
by poorman.48 Booth turned the matter over to Bion S. Hutchins, 
43Ibid ., 344. 
44Ibid ., 340. 





secretary of the state committee, who, along with Charles A. 
/ Henrie, began to prepare another expose, this tLme to be 
state-wide in scope.49 
C. A. Henrie was a one-tim.e printer on the Topeka 
Commonwealth but quit during a. strike there. Starting in 
March, 1887, he bought and edited the Labor Chiertain in 
Topeka which had been named the Post, but he went bankrupt 
in August, 1888. The Labor Chieftain was a United Labor 
newspaper under Henrie's editorship although he did once 
support a local Union Labor party.SO After his bankruptcy, 
he said he worked for the Capital, ~tsetting type. uSl Henrie 
was a member of the Kntghts of Labor; interestingly enough, 
he was mentioned in the ~irst -issue of the Nonconformist as 
a member of two state committees of the Knights. 52 In 1887, 
Henrie was compiling a list of Knights for John W. Breidenthal 
for the campaign that year, indicating that he cooperated at 
one time with the Union Labor people. 53 His politics, however, 
centered around the United Labor party and the single-tax 
doctrine. During the 1888 Cincinnati United Labor convention, 
held, it will be remembered, at the s~e time as the Union 
49Ibid ., 521. 
SOIbid., 160. 
51Ibid ., 160-161. 
52Nonconformist, 7 October 1886, 3. 
S3 Ibid ., )0 June 1887, 2. 
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Labor convention, Henrie was on the platform committee.54 At 
the Kansas Union Labor convention of the same year he attemp-
ted to have a single-tax plank inserted in the plat~orm. 
Henrie claimed that the Videttes, to which he belonged, con-
trolled the Kansas convention which, as has been shown, 
turned down such a plank. 55 On 5 October 1888, Henrie, who 
was the national committeeman of the United La.bor party for 
Kansas, and W. H. T. Wakefield, the party's vice-presidential 
candidate in 1888, hosted Dr. McGlynn when the excommunicated 
priest spoke in Topeka; that evening Henrie presided at the 
meeting at which McGlynn spoke.56 
Henrie's connection with the Kansas Republican party 
began in July, 1888, when Henry Booth first met him. 57 About 
the middle of August, according to Bion Hutchins, Henrie 
asked Hutchins if the Republicans would settle some of his 
debts in return for the Labor Chieftain's support in the 1888 
campaign, but Hutchins, unfortunately, did not "recollect any 
money being paid" in this matter. 58 Henrie was employed by 
the state committee, however, with recommendations from P. I. 
Bonebrake, fOfiaer Republican state chairman; Governor John Ao 
54 . Ibid., 17 May 1888, 3. 
55Investigation, 177, 165. Another single-taxer, W. H. 
T. Wakefield, was a Vidette, Investigation, 206. 
56Topeka Capital, 6 October 1888, 5. This article, by 




Martin; J. K. Hudson, editor of the Topeka Capital; D. C. 
Metsker, mayor of Topeka, "and, II said Hutchins, "I think 
others. n59 His work for the committee, said Hutchins, was 
to help swing the labor vote to the R,epub1icans since they 
knew him to be opposed to the Union Labor party. Henrie 
also made a rather interesting trip to New York in September, 
Hutchins s aid, "which we regarded as or some importance to 
the Republican ~ause of the country. ,,60 Henrie attended a 
national committee meeting of the United Labor party at which 
it was hoped that Wakefield might be persuaded to stay on 
the ticket. The vice-presidential candidate, it appears, 
was under some pressure by eastern Union Labor people, who 
were working with the Democrats in New York, Connecticut, and 
New Jersey, to resign in order to better their chances in 
those states. Henrie hoped to keep Wake~ield on the ticket 
which would divide the labor vote in those states and thereby 
aid the Republicans. Hutchins did "not know that a dollar" 
was given to Henrie f0r this trip.61 although ror other 
"services tt he received, in his own words, tithe regu.lar scale, 
$2.50 per day."62 It was said that Henrie received $150.00 
extra for this New York mission. 63 
59Ibid. , 520. 
60Ibid • 
6lIbid • , 535. 
62Ibid• , 173. 
63Ibid it, 492. 
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Henrie, like the Vincents, denounced the trial of the 
Haymarket anarchists through the editorial columns of his 
paper, the Labor Chieftain. 64 Before this time, moreover, 
Henrie had presided at a meeting in Topeka on 9 July 1885 at 
which Albert Parsons spoke. 65 After this meeting, Parsons 
may have discussed with Henrie the manufactQre of dynamitw, 
but Henrie's memory was none too clear. 66 Two other men, 
testifying in 1891, said that Henrie probably did hear 
Parson's discourse on explosives; they also said that Henrie 
belonged either to the International Workingmen's Association 
" 
(the "Red InternationalU ) or the Interna.tional Working People's 
Association (the JlBlack ' International").67 The latter group 
is the one in which Parsons was activ~ at this time. 68 
Henrie's known, and public, association with Parsons did not 
prevent the Kansas Republicans from hiring him; it may have 
been one of the desired qualifications. 
One or two days after the McGlynn speech, Henrie, who 
had never met Greer, went to Winfield to see how effective 
I 
the Courier's 4 October expose had been on public opinion. 
His excuse for being in Winfield was to see the Vincent 
brothers about the possibility of two Union Labor presidential 




67Ibid ., 179, 191, 193. Henrie said he belonged to the 
I. w. A., Ibid., 166. 
68 ' Chester McArthur Destler, American Radicalism 1865-
1901, 82. 
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electors being on the United Labor slate, although Henry 
Vincent said that Henrie, when in Winiield spoke to them about 
"tracking up Poorman so that there should not be any further 
depelopments fiie.7 in the Vidette business." The Vincents 
further asked Henrie to see ~reer and attempt to learn about 
any other expos~s, as though they expected one. 69 Greer 
spoke with Henrie ~or about ten minutes, not knowing that he 
was on a mission from Booth and Hutchins, so he told Henrie 
very little except there was a possibility of another expos:.70 
Henrie's report to Booth and Hutchins was apparently 
favorable, for on the day he returned to Topeka he began 
preparation for a more extensive exposure. 7l Having been a 
Vidette,72 Henrie must have found it rather easy to secure 
additional ~nformation on the Order.?3 Chairman Booth knew 
/ prior to the 4 October expose that Greer possessed a Vidette 
ritual, but he was too late to delay this first publicationo 74 
In a way, this was fortunate for the Republicans for they had 
a chance to measure public reaction. It must have been advan-
tageous for Booth to have the Courier editor help Henrie as 
he telegraphed Greer on 11 October, lICome to Topeka on :first 
69Investigation, 162-169, 268. 
70Ibid., 70, 169. 
71Ibid. , 163. 
72 Ibid. J 16.5. 
73ibid. , 76. 
74Ibid • , 95. 
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train. n 75 In Topeka., Hutchins, Greer, and Henrie prepared 
the second expost, Henrie doing most of the work. 76 The 
second publication was to appear in Greer's Courier on 18 
October, and in other Republican papers o~ 19 Ootober. 77 
On the morning of 18 October, Greer told Cuthbert that the 
Courier that evening would have "some interesting reading" 
for the Vincent brothers. 78 
This second publication differed ~rom the first in four 
respects: 
The first change has been mentioned. Many Kansas news-
papers carried blazing headlines and story, informing the 
entire state of the Videttes. 
Secondly, the new material told of Vidette domination 
of the Union Labor party, particularly in that party's con-
vention at Wichita. 79 
Thirdly, there was more editorial comment. Prominent 
anarchists were associated with the Videttes, like Burnette 
G. Haskell, a one-time editor of the Denver Enquirer and 
leader of anarchism on the West Coast; Albert Parsons, who 
75Ibid ., 94. 
76Ibid ., 521. 
77Ibid ., 544. The other papers were: Wichita Eagle, 
Hutchinson News, Fort Scott Monitor, Topeka carital, Topeka 
Commonwealt~tchison Champion, Emporia Repub iean, Kansas 
City, (Mo.) Journal, Leavenworth Times and the St. Joseph (Mo.) 
Herald, according to Hutchins. The Corfeyville Journal carried 
it on 25 October and the Greenwood County Republican on 26 
October. 
78Ibid., 73. 
79Ibid ., 105-106. 
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was hanged in Chicago; and Johann Most, u a blatant New York 
agitator. u80 Anarchy wa.s described as an Eastern phenomenon 
in these ~ords:8l 
••• Political parties, no matter how visionary 
their plans may be, are accorded a hearing in 
America, and especially is this true in Kansas; 
but anarchy is boldly and promptly relegated to 
oblivion. Thus it was that this growth of moral 
fungi, grown and reared in the hotbeds of crime 
in our large eastern cities, was transplanted to 
the birthplace of ~reedom--Kansas. 
The last difference was more explosive, literally. At 
the same hour Booth telegraphed Greer to start the second 
I 
expose on 18 October, a stranger walked into the Corfeyville, 
Kansas, Pacific Express Company office where Henry M. Upham, 
the agent, was working. The stranger wished to send a wooden 
box to Winfield. The box was addressed to one J. Louden--
the stranger gave his n~e as P. Jason. The stranger urged 
Uphrun to handle the box with extreme caution. Then he left, 
never to be seen again.82 
That afternoon, Upham closed for the day_ Packages that 
were to be shipped early the next morning, as was this one, 
or packages that were of value, Upham habitually took home. 
Since his home was between the railroad depot and the express 
orrice, and the wooden box was to be shipped early the next 
morning, it was expected that Upham would bring the box to 




his home. There he placed the box in his recently built 
darkroom f'or Upham. was an amateur photographer. Shortly 
after four o'clock that afternoon, Upham invited his wife 
and their young adopted daughter, Mabel, into the darkroom 
to watch a plate being developed. Arter they were in the 
darkroom, Upham told them he needed more water for developing. 
He left the darkroom for the 'cistern outside. He had just 
reached the cistern when from the darkroom came a sharp 
explosion, demolishing it. With the help of two other men, 
Upham cleared away the rubble and took Mrs. Upham and little 
Mabel into the house. Both were nearly killed, suffering 
severe fractures and extensive flesh wounds, but they ulti-
mately recovered. Presumably the stranger's wooden box caused 
the explosion. 83 The story of a stranger bringing the wooden 
box to the express office is that or Upham only. 
Shortly thereafter, Upham travelled several times between 
Coffeyville and Lewiston, Maine, until he f'inally settled 
once again in Coffeyville. Voluntarily, he left his job and 
worked in Lewiston for the New England Despatch Company as 
the express agent there. Then in September, 1889, Upham and 
his family returned to Coffeyville, once again working for 
the Pacific Express Company.84 G. W. Moore, assistant 
superintendent of Pacific Express, wrote Upham on 2 April 1891, 
a letter subsequently used in the investigation of the 
83Ibid ., 24-26. 
84Ibid., 31-35. 
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explosion, stating that the company had paid Upham $750.00 
for his expenses resulting from the explosion. 85 The Noncon-
formist charged that Upham had been hustled out of Kansas 
with the assistance of James G. Blaine, the "Plumed Knight," 
and Joseph H. Manley, the chairman of the Republican state 
committee in Maine and owner of the International Express 
Company.86 Upham stuck to his story during the investigation 
that he and his family voluntarily left Kansas, that his 
family wanted to go East as soon as they were able to travel. 
He returned to Kansas, he said~ because he wanted to bring 
his family south, because his home was in Coffeyville, and 
he could live more cheaply in Kansas. 87 :J.1he evidence he 
produced to support these reasons during the investigation 
satisfied the Vincents. 88 
Greer and the Republicans had struck hard, and they had 
struck where it hurt the most. The Vincentsl criticism of 
the trial of the Haymarket anarchists, the so-called treason-
able nature of the Videttes, the connection of the Vincents 
with the Videttes, and the Coffeyville explosion; all fit 
into a neat pattern. The box was addressed to J. Louden, 
and the Vincents had a relative living in Winfield named 
Bowden. Knowing a.ll this, Greer reprinted what the Coffeyville 
85Ibid., 598. 
86Noneonformist, 6 June 1889, 4. 
87Investigation, 35, 43. 
88Nonconformtst, 9 April 1891, 1. 
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Journal said concerning the explosion: 89 "It is not believed 
that anyone here had anything to do with the matter, although 
i t is gravely hinted that "the Videtts tiie .7 has life .7 some 
few members in this town." The next day Greer editorially 
blasted away:9 0 
The history o~ these Vincents present L!7 a 
strange phase of humanity. They are restless 
treformers' by hereditary taint. Every social-
istic doctrine has found them among its most 
rabid champions. Their reforms cover even the 
Christian religion and their denunciations of 
Christianity have found them both intemperate 
and blasphemous. Anarchy found them violent in 
its ehampionship. 
Other Kansas Republican papers continued the hue and 
cry in a similar vein o The Coffeyville Journal, founded by 
William A. Peffer, the later Populist United States Senator, 
but at the time edited by D. Stewart Elliott and W. A. 
Pef:fer, Jr., on 20 October published an "EXTRA" in which 
Elliott, as an eyewitness, described the aftermath of the 
explosion. Upham, Elliott said, was "held in the highest 
esteem by everybody. They are old settlers, wealthy, and 
have no enemies who would seek to 1njQre by such nefarious 
means. n91 Five days later the Journal said, "The Winfield 
Courier 1s waging a gallant fight for right. Go in Greer; 
the God of Justice and a reliable citizenship are with you. 
89Winfield Courier, 22 October 1888, 4. 
90!£!£., 23 October 1888, 2. 
9lCoffeyville Journal, 20 October 1888, "EXTRA." 
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You will win." 92 ttThat the Videtts 6ie .7 control the u. L. 
organization is self-evident, It the Journal said. "What honest 
farmer wants to remain in a political body that is manipu-
lated by such fellows?,,93 In the issue carrying the expos', 
Marshall Murdock's Wichita Eagle editorially said that 94 
a majority of those who have gone off after the 
Union Labor wil1-e'-the-wisp in this campaign 
have done so under.a misapprehension of the mani-
pulators of that ism, and we believe that with a 
clear understanding of the matter they will 
abandon the fraud at once and for all time. The 
expose /Sic.7 we publish this morning is conclu-
sive evidence. 
In Eureka, the Greenwood County Republican, edited by W. E. 
I Doud, which carried the expose on 26 October, had its own 
whipping-boy in the person or T. O. Shinn, who had also 
denounced the trial of the Haymarket anarchists publicly in 
1887. In one issue the Republican published a supplement 
filled with affidavits and letters of local citizens denounc-
ing Mr. Shinn for his heresy.95 Three of Greer's editorials 
castigating the Vincents were also carried just before the 
election, all in one issue. 96 The Kansas Farmer, edited by 
92Ibid ., 25 October 1888, 2. 
93Ibid ., 1 November 1888, 2. 
94Wichita Eagle, 19 October 1588, 4. 
95Greenwood County Republican, 30 October 1888, "SUPPLE-
MENT." The Reverend C. H. Rogers, Universalist minister in 
Hutchinson, brought a $20,000 libel suit against R. M. Easly, 
editor of the Hutchinson News, apparently because of Rogers: 
being mentioned in the rra.narchistic expose ll in the News, 
Kansas City Journal, 20_0ctober 1888, 1. ----
96Ibid .,- 2 Novem.ber 1888, 1, 3. 
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w. A. Peffer, Sr., a weekly norn~lly devoted to agricultural 
matters and Peffer's anti-tariff editorials, but all the 
same Republican, ,carried a letter from Wilson Keys, of Sterling, 
Kansas, who said the 18 October expose' was "too absurd for 
a man wi th even a thimbleful of bra ins to believe." The 
Republicans, Keys charged, were responsible for the Coffey-
ville explosion, the whole thing being tiona of the most 
damnable political plots ever concocted by the leaders of 
any party in any State or country in the civilized world." 
The editor replied that Keys and his friends must prove 
their charges, "or the charge amounts to nothing ••• Let 
the light in if there is any light, no matter who suffers. 
Whoever knows and does not give information, is a common 
enemy.u97 Hutchins asked Governor Martin to offer a reward 
to anyone who could give such i~ormation, which the Governor 
did. 98 
The Nonconformist was unable to recover in time. Being 
a weekly, while the Courier and many of the Republican papers 
were dailies, had distinct political disadvantages, especially 
in a presidential election year. On 6 November 1888, the 
nation marched to the polls; later~ the electoral college met 
and elected Benjamin Harrison over Grover Cleveland. In 
Kansas, the Republican party secured a majority of 80,000 
votes for its standard bearer • With only two 1s sues publi shed 
97Kansas Farmer. 1 November 1888, 6. 
98Investigation, 530. 
I between the expose or 18 October and 6 November, the Vincent 
brothers could not errectively refute the thrusts of the 
Courier. The NoncoITrormist o~ 8 November, when contrasted 
with earlier issues, accurately mirrors the gloom of the 
Union Labor party. Overwhelming Republican success is noted 
by a few reports from across the state. 99 
On election day the Republicans recaptured every state 
office and nearly every seat in the legislature: thirty-nine 
o~ forty in the Senate and one hundred twenty-one of one 
100 hundred twenty-five in the House. W. W. Rightmire asserts 
that the Vidette expos: altered not a vote,lOl while Elizabeth 
N. Barr says lithe Union Labor party had practically disbanded 
••• before the close or the year. ul02 The Vineents, • • 
writing in 1891, admitted that the Republieans, "in conjunc-
tion with the Coffeyville episode, drove half the forces 
back to their old tickets •• !' For a time, the circulation 
figures did not appear in the usual spot on the masthead. 104 
99Nonconformist, 8 November 1888, 3. 
100 Admire t sHand-Book, 357-366; Sixth Biennial Report of' 
the Secretary of the State, 1886-8, contains the political 
aIregiance of' tne-membersor the legislature on 120-122. 
lOlRightmire, loco cit., 3. 
102Barr , Itpopulist Uprising,lt History of' Kansas, II, 1137. 
103 " Nonconformist, 3 September 1891, 4. 
104 . On 8 November, 15,000 was shown while on 15 November 
the figure did not appearo 
CHAPTER V 
FROM UNION LABOR TO POPULIST 
Stunned, but undaunted, the Nonconformist plunged 
ahead. The Vincents did not temper their charges that the 
Republican party was responsible for the Coffeyville explo-
sion. In June they made this bold assertion:1 
We hope that E. P. Greer, C. A. Henrie, 
Governor Humphrey, Blon S. Hutchins, and Henry 
Booth will understand that the people believe 
that they were the direct agents o~ the Coffey-
ville explosion, and are knowing to it in every 
particular, a.nd that the Non-Con. ]mows that 
they are accessories to the damnable plot. 
Even vitriolic Ed Greer shl~ted from his earlier stand. 
In a letter to Henry Upham dated 22 July 1889, Greer declared 
that nthe most reasonable theory" was that "allies" of the 
Vincents brought the dynamate to the Coffeyville express 
office to be sent to Winrield, to be diseovered there, then 
taken to the ci ty limi ts to be exploded as tin counter-irri-
tant n to the Videtteexpose'.2 
The swirling controversy of the ttoutrage" did not 
prevent the Vincents rrom further political activity. There 
is some disagreement as to the time of the introduction of 
the Southern Farmers' Alliance to Kansas. Rightmire asserts 
that Cuthbert Vincent; John H. Rogers, editor of the Newton, 
Kansas, Kansas Commoner; and -himself, an associa te editor of 




the Nonconformist, went to Texas and were initiated into the 
Order, bringing it back to Kansas, Cowley County in particu-
lar, in 1888. 3 There, a Nort hern Alliance at Cloverdale was 
converted into the secret Southern Alliance. The President 
of the sub-alliance was Ben Clover, who later became Presi-
dent of the Kansas Farmers' Alliance as well as vice-presi-
dent of the National Farme;s' Alliance.4 Raymond C. Miller 
believes that the Southern Alliance ent ered the st ate earlier, 
that possibly Rightmire's memory is not too accurate. 5 
Whatever the case, two new ideas were brought into the 
state with the Southern Farmers' Alliance: the sub~reasury 
plan and the concept of government loans to farmers. Along 
w:i.th their denunciations of' Greer and company, the Noncon-
formist supported the Alliance, but because of the Alliancels 
non-partisan policy, the Unlon Labor party was still the 
political vehicle for the newspaper. 6 
The Union Labor party in 1889 had disintegrated as a 
state organization, but in some local elections it still had 
life. Arkansas City elected a Union Labor mayor, justice or 
the peace and a constable7 while in the same month John W. 
3Rightmire, loc. cit., 3-4. See his rootnotes 10 and 11 
on 4. --
4Ibid • 
5Miller, Popultst Party in Kansas, 94. 
6Harrington, loc. 01 t., 406. 
7Nonconformist, 4 April 1889, 4. 
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Breidenthal was defeated in the race for mayor or Chetopa. 8 
This defeat was attributed to a defection of the Negro vote 
there,9 a situation which probably sterruned :from the dissem-
ination of the white clause in the Vidette ritual. lO The 
Cowley County organization continued until 31 August 1889. 11 
In April, the month or showers, a veritable torrent 
began to fall about the head of Charles A. Henrie. The 
Vincents started it by calling Hanrie, who was by now a 
clerk in the Kansas Labor Bureau appointed by Governor 
Humphrey, lIan alleged single tax man, member or the National 
Committee of the United Labor Party, the bosom .friend and 
constant companion of Poorman, the Co.ffeyville dynamiter, 
and who knows more of that damnable outrage than any other 
n12 h man living. • •• Tese words, however, were not written 
by the Vincents but were reprinted from the Kansas Workman; 
the quotation represents the typioal attack on Henrie. 
Henrie was a member of the Knights of Labor, but on 6 August 
1889, the Kansas Knights, meeting in Leavenworth, expelled 
him from the order. l ) Ed Greer, like Henrie, received a 
8Ibid., 11 April 1889, 4. 
9Ibid• 
lOIbid., 18 July IB89, 5. 
llibid., 5 September 1889, 5. 
12Ibid., 25 April 1889, 4. 
13Ibid ., 15 August 1889, 3. This resolution is incl~ded 
in Investigation, 588. 
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patronage plum. He was appointed the Winfield postmaster 
on 31 July 1889, and the Vincents, in announcing this honor, 
said: 14 
Mr. Greer is to be congratulated. 
Common murderers are hanged or otherwise 
punished; but political murderers are appointed 
to office in the state house and various post-
offices at the hand of the high lord executioner. 
These two appointments were probably the most strategic 
maneuvers the Republicans performed--for the Vincents. The 
brothers t acrid comments, like the one above, were now common-
place throughout the following issues. Their thrusts at 
privilege did not rest with the local Republicans but were 
directed with equal bile at United States Senator Ingalls: 15 
For several years Senator Ingalls has rep-
resented that class of codfish statesmanship that 
grows allover Kansas, dating back to some aet of 
blackguardism or sharp knavery, wherein some one 
else has been beaten or swindled,--and call it 
tt s tatesmanship 1l •••• To speak of Ingalls as a 
statesman is a . carricature [aie .7 of the strongest 
type. 
A split within the Cowley County Republican convention 
in 1889 was all that was needed to turn these words into 
action. On 17 August 1889, the County Republican convention 
was dominated by William P. Hackney, a close associate of 
Greer. M. H. Markham, a leader of the rarmers there, walked 
out in disgust. Two days later, the Evening Dispatch, an 
Arkansas City newspaper, carried an article by editor George 
Wagner eritical of the capture of the convention by Hackneyts 
14Ibid., ~ August 1889, 4. 
l5Ibid ., 15 August 1889, 4. 
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forces and ca.lled for the farmers to tr organize an independent 
movement. It Another Arkansas City paper, the Fair Play, 
which had been Union Labor in 1888, and the Nonconformist 
agreed to the suggestion. A meeting or Union Labor and 
Democratic representatives was held shortly thereafter. The 
promise was made that the Republican farmers would support 
the ticket which resulted from this coalition. 16 This union 
or forces will be detailed shortly. 
The blows at Greer, however, were an integral part of 
the 1889 campaign. In ttAN OPEN LETTERti to Greer, signed by 
Henry Vincent, the Nonconformist ~ditor tauntingly requested 
I 
Greer's plates of the 18 October expose in order to run them 
ror the benefit of his readers. Henry flatly called Greer 
a liar when the Courier had accused Breidenthal, Elder, 
Utley and others of being anarohists. Vincent even touched 
on Greer's personal life in his attack: l7 
• 0 oThe ~act that your private and public 
li~e is not such that commands the confidence of 
honest, thinking people is your misfortune, and 
not for us to explain away or stand and take your 
venemous (Slo~ rantings each successive canvass 
without retort •••• 
The Vincents carried their own side or the Coffeyville 
explosion to the public with their book, The Plot Unfolding, 
16Ibid., 30 July 1891, 5. 
17Ibid., 12 September 1889, ~. 
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18 
which sold f'or $.25. The book was also serialized in the 
paper from 16 May to 11 July 1889. 19 
The charges of Republican conspiracy in the Coffeyville 
explosion, the two appointments of men involved in these 
charges, and the town-country f'eud in the Cowley G. O. P. 
convention provided the re~orm people with an ideal oppor-
tunity. The county Union Labor convention resolved on 31 
August not to nominate a county slate that year, but would 
instead "heartily act individually with the people in making 
a county ticket outside of party lines." Ed F. Green, Ben 
Clover and George Gardenshire, a Democrat, formed a cornmi ttee 
to organize Ita people IS convention."20 The Democrats ha.d 
previously agreed on 31 July not to name a county ticket, 
possibly a f'actor in the Union Labor decision. 21 A "PEOPLES 
CONVENTION" was to be held 21 September in Winfield with 
delegates to be chosen in townships and wards on 14 Septenlber. 22 
The mood was expressed in the Nonconformist, using a reprint 
from the Telegram: 23 
18Ibid., 15 August 1889, 4. 
19At the same time Edward Bellruny's Looking Backward 
2000-1887 was sold for $.50, and with a year1s sUbscription 
to the N6nconformist, Looking Backward came free, Noneon-
f'ormist, 27 June 1889, -4. 
20Nonco~ormist, 5 September 1889, 5. 





Never before in the histo~ of Cowley County 
has so general disatisfaction ~ic.7 with the 
ring been expressed, nor so great a cause presented, 
and with feeling among the disfranchised Republi-
cans that the old ring be rebuked and made to 
loosen its tenaeles rrom the sole management of 
county affairs. 
At the 21 September convention some 270 delegates and alter-
nates assembled, including Henry and Leo among the First 
Ward delegates from Winfield. The platform adopted is one 
of the finest examples of a statement of principles which 
could mean all things to all men, except, of course, to "the 
Winfield office trust," opposition to which wa.s the only 
real thing uniting these diverse factions. They were against 
all trusts, but were for "legislation in favor of the pro-
ducing classes," the reduction of salaries for county 
officers, the Farmers r Alliance, and the Uefforts" of Post-
master-General Wannam~ker to reduce teleg~aph rat~s.24 
Hardly socialistic, the platform reflected the delicacy of 
the coalition. The fact that such a convention was held 
testifies to the expediency the Vincents and their Union 
Labor colleagues were forced to utili~e. 
The election, held on 5 November and though only a 
county election, was important to the growth of Populism as 
stated by Barr: 25 
As quick as the results in Cowley County 
were known, inquiries came from allover the state 
to learn about the People I s Party. "The way they 
24Ibid., 26 September 1889, uSUPPLEMENT.tI 
25Barr , Itpopulist Uprising,tt History of Kansas, II, 1143. 
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did it in Cowley C olIDty ," was on the lips of 
every reformer. 
The Noncon~ormist was in a rejoicing mood: 26 
Cowley County is redeemedl The grandest 
people's movement ever inaugurated on Kansas soil, 
scored its first victory last Tuesday. The grand-
est ever on Kansas soil, because in its work it 
contemplated no blood, no conflict of armed forces; 
no clang of musketry; no fields strewn with wounded 
and dying, butchered by their fellowmen. 
In this same front page article, the editors continued their 
bludgeoning of Greer on the Coffeyville issue, and praised 
the work of the Alliance. 
The county offices in this election--treasurer, sheriff, 
register of deeds, county clerk, coroner, and surveyor--all 
went to the uPeople's Party," and the farmers, true to their 
word, elected them. The Nonconformist carried the election 
statistics by city and township demonstrating the agrarian 
27 strength of the party. Other counties had similar parties 
in the field, as well as the old Union Labor party, but Cowley 
was the first to be completely swept by the new party. The 
most prominent issue across the state was the question of 
resubmission to the voters the prohibition of liquor. In 
1880, prohibition passed by nearly 8,000 votes out of a 
total of over 176,600 votes cast. 28 In its brief report of 
the election in which this issue was mentioned, the Wichita 
26Nonconformist, 7 November 1889, 1. 
27Ibid., 14 November 1889, 5. See Appendix F. 
28Admdre ,s Hand-Book, 306. 
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Eagle did take notice that Cowley Republicans were either 
staying at home or were bolting. 29 
Before the year was over, the Vincents were urging Union 
Laborites to join the People's party. Some Union Labor men 
had told the editors that they were apprehensive about the 
future of their principles in such a party. nIt is a good 
omen ~ however, that so little of this spirit gets to the 
surf'ace o:f late, n they wrote. ItThe indications are pointing 
to a broader, deeper and every way more thorough growth of 
the true purpose of reform • .,30 The Union Labor party had 
lost its organization and its most widely-read newspaper, but 
its ideas were now to be carried under a new name. 
Articles by and pictures of Ben Clover, "Kansas Ben," 
began to appear freqQsntly. Benjamin H. Clover was one of 
the Union Labor delegates to the 1888 Wichita convention. In 
the same year he was the party's candidate for the 61st 
District seat in the Kansas legislature. 31 Clover was said 
to have been responsible for converting a Northern Alliance 
group to a Southern Alliance affiliation. Clover, as Presi-
dent of the Kansas Farmers' Alliance, on 6 March 1890, issued 
a call ~or a meeting of the presidents of the sub-alliances 
to be held in Topeka. on 25 March 1890. "The meeting," Clover 
wrote, "is :for the purpose of consulting about ma.tters of 
29Wichi t a Eagle, 6 November 1889, 1. 
30Noncon.formist, 5 Deeember 1889, 4. 
31Ibid. , 23 August 1888, 3; 6 September 1888, 3. 
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vital importance to our order and farmers and laborers in 
general. ,,32 The campaign of 1890 had begun. 
The assembled presidents passed a resolution at this 
meeting castigating Senator Ingalls for 'doing nothing in 
Congress for either the farmers or the workingmen. Ingalls, 
one of the most ardent wavers of the t'bloody shirt, It was 
quoted as saying that "the purification of politics is an 
iridescent dream. II This statement J coupled with his hesi-
tanee in ansl-lering certain questions regarding his opinion 
of the Alliance platform, sealed his doom Politically.33 
Ingalls was quoted correctly. The statement appeared 
in an interview of Ingalls by a New York World reporter. 
Ingalls told the reporter that he doubted that there had ever 
been nan absolutely fair, free and impartial expression of 
the deliberate will of the people in any Presidential election 
since the founda.tion o.f the government. • • .1134 
"Is it to be ever thus, Senator?!t 
"The purifica.tion of politics is,. a.n iridescent 
dream. Government is .force. Politics is a battle 
for supremacy. Part ies are the armies. The deca-
logue and the golden rule have no place in a poli-
tical campaign. The object is success. II 
Other statements from this interview were linked with the 
Coffeyville lIoutrage n and were spread on the pages of the 
32Ibid., 6 March 1890~ 4. 
33Harrington, loc. cit., 410; Rightmire, loc. cit., 4, 5. 
34New York World, 13 April 1890, "SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT." 
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Nonconformist with the skillful pen of the Vineents and the 
equally skillful brush of Watson Heston. 35 
Representatives of the Alliance, the Grange, Knights of 
Labor, the Farmers' Mutual Benefit Association and the Single-
Tax Clubs met in Topeka on 12 June 1890, and agreed to form 
a political party. On 13 August this People's Party, or 
Alliance, nominated a state tieket.36 The "Pops" elected 
their candidate for attorney general, John N. Ives, but lost 
the other state offices at the election on 4 November. But 
in the United States Congressional races and in the legis-
lative contests the story was radically different. The Popu-
lists elected five out of seven men for the United States 
House of Representatives, one of whom was Ben Clover in the 
Third Distri~t, who had been endorsed by the Democrats.37 
Although the Kansas Senate remained practically unchanged 
because only one election occurred there,38 the Kansas House 
became a Populist House. Ninety-two Populists were elected, 
nine more than were needed for them to select a new United 
States Senator. Ingalls was defeated on a joint ballot with 
all the Populists plus one Republican, Senator Louis P. King 
of Cowley County, later a Populist, voting for William Alfred 
35The Heston cartoon appeared in the Nonconformist 
twice: 9 October 1890, 1; 16 October 1890, 3. 
36Rightmire, lac. cit., 5. 
37Nonconformist, 2 October 1890, 1. 
388. C. Wheeler, Populist, was elected to the Senate in 
a special election. See Admirels Hand-Book, 411. 
The cartoon was copied by Sherman J. Deonier, art student at 
Kansas State College of Pittsburg, and was photographed by 
Robert Atkins, history student at Kansas State College of 
Pittsburg. The cartoon, carried in the Nonconformist on 
9 October and 16 October 1890·, was captioned on the latter 
date, "A vote for any Republican Candidate for the Legislature 
is a vote for Ingallsl" Mr. Deonier discovered his own error 
on the spelling of I1Coffeyville" and corrected it, although 
the spelling of "politician" on-the right-hand side was not 
discovered until _the photograph was made. uDeceive" was mis-
spelled by Heston. 
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Peffer. There was apprehension about the loyalty of some of 
the Populist legislators before the balloting, but on 27 
January all of them held in lineo 39 
With a Populist House, the former Union Labor people 
could now have the legislative investigation of the Coffey-
ville explosion denied them in 1889. The Vincents had hired 
I. D. Highleyman, of Chetopa, to investigate the matter. 
Highleyman attempted to work with the Montgomery County 
attorney, O. P. Ergenbright, but without success. Highleyman 
was easily discouraged and did not seem to be too enthusiastic 
about this assignment. After more delays, the Vincents 
decided to rely on their newspaper to present their case from 
the ci.rcurnst antial evidence which they and Highleyman had 
procured.40 Ergenbright, a Republican who was elected to 
office in 1888, was later charged with prejudice in the matter. 
In his campaign for office, he had accused the Vincents of 
causing the explosion. Ergenbright did not deny later that 
he had made such eharges.41 
With the courts apparently closed against them, the 
Vincents and their allies petitioned the Kansas legislature 
for an investigation.42 A petition was presented to Stat~ 
39Kansas Legislature, Senate Journal, Seventh Biennial 
Session., 172; Admire I sHand-Book, 382-384; Nonconformist, 22 
January 1891, 1; 29 January 1891, 1, 4. See Appendices D and 
E for Populist poetry celebrating this victory. 
40Investigation, 266-267. 
41Ibid., 55. 
42For a copy of this petition, see Nonconformist, 21 
February 1889, 5. 
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Senator Francis M. Lockhard, Republican from Norton, Kansas, 
who responded with an acid refusal. His letter, plus the 
Vincentsl equally a~id comments, were spread on the front 
page of the Noneon£ormist. 43 The demand for a legislative 
investigation continued throughout 1889 in local Union Labor 
meetings.44 
The legislative action began on 4 February 1891, when 
J. L. Andrews, Populist Representative from Arkansas City, 
introduced House Concurrent Resolution No. 23, "relating to 
dynamit~ explosions at Coffeyville, October 18, 1888, which 
was read, and laid over. n45 The resolution easily passed 
the House, but the Senate russed and fumed with it, amended 
it by toning down the partisan language, but they passed it 
nonetheless. With good reason they passed it. Republicans, 
including those involved and others were calling for it. 
The Greenwood County Republican printed in February, 1891, 
correspondence in 1889 between editor W. E. Doud, o. P. Ergen-
bright, and Governor Humphrey. Doud asked some specific 
questions about what the Republicans were doing about the 
charges made against the Republicans by the Vincents. "The 
democratic ;Sic .7 press of the state, It he wrote Humphrey, 
4328 February 1889, 1. 
44Both the Montgomery and Smith County Union Labor conven-
tlons, the former where the incident occurred and the latter 
a part of Lockhardfs district, appear in Nonconformist, 19 
September 1889, 1. 
45Kansas Legislature, House Journal, Seventh Biennial 
Session (1891), 275. -----
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nand in fact out of the state, is copying this damnable stufr 
from this paper, week arterweek, and no effort on the part 
of the republican /Sie.7 press is being made to refute or 
deny thes e awful charges." Th e answers to Doud' s letters 
were nevasivell and he felt an investigation should be con-
ducted. The Nonconformist reprinted both Doud's letters and 
his editorial.46 
All the Populists on the Committee came from the House: 
J. L. Andrews, of Cowley County was chairman; Ezra C. Carey 
of Nemaha County; 0 M. Rice of Coffey County;: and C. C. Van-
deventer, of Jewell County. On 23 February Andrews resigned 
because of ill health47 and was replaced by M. Senn, of 
Dickinson County. Carey, however, was elected chairman after 
Andrews left. Vandeventer resigned 25 February and was 
replaced by George W. Crumby of Elk County; Rice resigned on 
2 March, replaced by T. M. Templeton of Geary County. The 
Republican members were C. N. Bishoff, of Douglas County, 
from the House, and from the Senat e C. H. Kimball of Labet te 
County and J. G. Mohler of Saline County. The Senate appointed 
its only Democrat, Ed Carroll, of Leavenworth County.48 
The procedures of this committee are worthy of note. 
The two interested parties--the Vincents, called the "proseeution,tI 
46Greenwood County Republican, 18 February · 1891, =. i; 
Nonconrormist,5 February 1891, 1; 26 February 1891, 1. 




and Greer, Hutchins, and Booth, called the "defenseu--were 
allowed to have attorneys represent them at state e~pense.49 
These attorneys would be allowed to cross-examine witnesses 
as would any member or the committee. The committee, in 
addition to the subpoena power, secured legislation from the 
legislature to grant immunity to any witness, that is, no 
witness could be prosecuted for anything he said. The hearings 
began on 24 February, the day after this legislation was 
approved. 50 
Ben S. Henderson, the Republican who debated with Cuthbert 
in October, 1888, and H. G. Webb, or Parsons, represented 
the Vincents. F. B. Dawes, of Cla.y Center; J. K. Codding, of 
Westmoreland; and Charles Curtis, or Topeka, represented the 
defense. Curtis, probably the same Charles Curtis who became 
Vice-president of the United States ,51 assumed the burden of 
the defense since both Codding and Dawes were away much of 
the time. 52 
Lasting nearly seven weeks, with over eighty witnesses, 
some o~ whom testified more than once, the committee's report 
4 9Ibid., 609. 
50Ibid ., 4-5, 608. 
51Curtis ran for Congress, successfully, in 1892, but 
an examination, at the Kansas State Historical Society, of 
the newselippings covering his campaign did not reveal any 
rererence to the Investigation. It is assumed that this 
Curtis was the later Republican leader. 
52Topeka Capital, 26 February 1891, 5. 
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was 639 pages long. 53 Many of the witnesses came from Kansa.s, 
although a few came from Colorado, Michigan, and Ohio; there 
was no difficulty in securing any subpoenaed witness, even 
those "beyond the reach1i o:f the compulsory process. n54 
Here, then, was the chance for the Vincents to formalize 
their charges into what might lead to an indictment. Their 
evidence, however, consisted of' hearsay, circumstantial evi-
dence, and frequently, innuendo. They attempted to prove 
that Henrie was in Coffeyville at the time of the explosion; 
i.~., that he was the mysterious 'Ip. Jason," but a reading of 
the testimony fails to show a clear-cut case. Senator Carroll, 
the Democratic member, acknowledged in his separate report 
that Henrie was a disreputable person. nIt would seem," 
reported Carroll, ttthat he was generally engaged in the busi-
ness o:f betraying his associates :for hire, whenever he had 
an opportunity.u55 The Republicans, in their report, weakly 
de:fended Henrie t s appointment to the Labor Bureau. Their 
explanation of the explosion was that Upham tried to kill his 
wife. 56 The Populist report concluded that Upham did not 
53Three thousand copies of the report were printed at a 
total cost of $3,966.09, or about $1.32 per co~y. The print-
ing bill :for the Legislature that session was ~44,519.32, 
showing that the report was nearly one-eleventh the legis-
lative printing bill, Eighth Biennial Report of the Secretarl 
o:f State 1891-92, 23. 
54Investigation, 609. 
55Investigation, 637. 
56Ibid ., 630-631. 
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attempt the murder of his family, but said that Henrie did 
have "some connection tt with the Coffeyville eXPlosion. 57 
The real culprit, like the real HaJ~arket bomb-thrower, 
remained, and still remains, a mystery. The strongest evi-
dence of Republican conspiracy was the testimony of Leland 
J. Webb, a Republican close to Governor Humphrey, who said 
that in a conversation with Humphrey the Governor told him 
that he had to appoint Henrie. 58 Senator Carroll stated in 
his report that there were "circwnstances U which might under-
mine the reliability of Webb's testimony, but he was not 
specific. 59 The Populist House conducted its own investiga-
tion of Henrie in 1891. Packed with six Populists and one 
Republican, it brought in a highly partisan report of Henrie's 
. t t 60 app01.n men • 
The striking aspect of the investigation is the fact 
that the Videttes were cleared of any responsibility of the 
Ooffeyville explosion. It would be expected that the Popu-
lists would do so. Carroll said that the worst thing about 
the Grder was the secrecy by which it operated. 61 The Repub-
lican shift from and the Nonconformist acceptance of Upham's 
story lends support to Vidette innocenee. 
57Ibid• , 636. 
58Ibid• , 288. 
59Ibid• J 638. 
60Kansas Legislature, House Journal, Seventh Biennial 
Session (1891), 1076-1092. Includes both report and testimony. 
61Investigation, 638. 
A long, drawn-out investigation like this did have its 
lighter moments. W. P. Hackney, the so-called ruler of the 
Winfield Itring," was called to testify. When asked if he 
I had read the lengthy 18 October expose, Hackney replied, "r 
read a part of it; I do not think I read it clear through; 
life is too short. n62 Mrs. Mary E. Lease, also called to 
testify on 20 February, told the committee that "her engage-
ments ••• would interfere with her attendance ••• until the 
26th or 27th inst." She was excused, continues the record, 
"there being no objection •• 1163 . . A newspaper source tells 
a different tale. Arter Mrs. Lease asked for the delay, 
Senator Mohler m.ade some comment in objection to which the 
Irishwoman jumped up and began a harange "about an attempt 
to hedge by the republican (Sic.7 members and the republican 
/sio<.7 press. It Senator Mohler then peered over his glasses, 
saying, "'Mr. Chairman, I think in a case of this kind we can 
excuse Mrs. Lease ror a few days. n64 The few days stretched 
into tw~ weeks, for the lady did not testify until 6 March. 
During the course of her testimony she was asked if she became 
excited during a particular conversation. ttl cannot say I 
did,1t she replied, til scarcely ever do; I got a little intense, 
. 65 perhaps.1! 
62rbid ., 328. 
63Ibid., 7. 
64Topeka Capital, 21 February 1891, 5. 
65lnvestigation, 262. 
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If he were not so serious, some of Ed Greer's testimony 
would be humorous. When asked what he saw in the Vidette 
ritual that was treasonable, Greer replied that, among other 
things, the fact that the Videttes quoted the Declaration of 
Independence, t'which I consider, tI he added, "to be one of 
the most revolutionary documents ever issued or ever formulated 
by any people in the history of the world. • n66 • • Greer 
held that men could be flof excellent character," as he described 
the Vincents, 67 but also capable "of mean or bad actions. n68 
When asked to name some exrunples, he cited some of the Cowley 
County Union Labor men who became Populists. 69 During the 
testimony of R. R. Frey, the Cowley County Republican treasurer, 
it was suggested that Greer received $800.00 for publishing 
the two exposures or the Videttes,70 a charge Greer flatly 
denied. 71 The fact that Frey was a Republican and a member 
of the Cowley County Republican central committee, leaves 
little doubt that Greer did receive some "token" of appreciation. 
Greer's position as postmaster might not have been enough. 
66Ibid • ,. 446. 
67 Ibid. , 582. 
68Ibid• 
69Ibid • , 583. 
70 Ibid. , 230. 
71Ibid. , 431. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The issue of 3 September 1891 was the last for the 
Nonconformist in Kansas. At a state Populist convention in 
Indianapolis, Indiana, on )0 July 1891, it was arranged for 
the paper to move to that city on condition that 5,000 paid 
subscribers were guaranteed. l The editors verified in 
August, 1891, the rumors of this move,2 so the subscriptions 
were apparently secured. Thus ended a career of fierce 
partisan publishing, nearly six years of agitation through 
both printed and spoken wor~. 
The Nonconformist attempted to unite the "labor vot e l1 
wi th the "farmer vote"; this was partially accomplished as 
it is noted that many o~ the Populists elected in 1890 were 
members of the Knights of Labor.) John Davis, Jerry Simpson, 
Ben Clover, Mary Lease, John Breidenthal: all were prominent 
Populists and all had their political baptism in Union Labor 
politics. The 1888 campaign was repeated in 1890 with one 
important difference: in l890 it worked. Why not in 1888? 
There were some differences in the platform and leadership 
of the two parties, although these differences could not be 
called significant. Senator Carroll, the Democratic member 
of the investigating committee, re~erred to the Union Labor 
lErnest D. Stewart, "The Populist Party in Indiana, TI 
Indiana Magazine of History, XI V (December, 1918), 353 •. 
2Nonconformist, 13 August 1891, 4. 
3Fine~ Labor and Farmer Parties, 125. 
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party as being "transformed into the Alliance party. ,,4 The 
Republican report has a statement significant in this respect: 5 
The Union Labor party, since merged into the 
Alliance or People's part~, was an especially 
important factor in the Ll88§7 fight, and it was 
believed that the local ticket supported by that 
party would be Successful in many parts of the 
State; and members of that party were not wanting 
who professed to believe that their ticket would 
carry the state. 
The Populist report, which concluded that it was unlikely 
that the Republicans intended to hurt anyone with the explo-
sives which were prematurely detonated at Coffeyville, 
referred to the Union Labor party in 1888 as one made up of 
.farmers. 6 
I~ the Populists and the Union Laborites were so similar, 
why were the Union Labor candidates unsuccessful in 1888, 
why the delay until 1889 and 18901 Undoubtedly certain 
economic ~orces were yet to take full effect: the mortgage 
.foreclosures, the bonded indebtedness, the climatic effects, 
the world wheat prices. It appears, however, that a fear 
of a radical ideology--anarchism--and of a repetition of the 
Haymarket violence was equally important, if not the most 
important cause of this delay. The elaborate planning and 
expenditures by' the Republican state central committee which 





strength of the Union Labor party. Further evidence is found 
in the Republican pres s or 1891. IlDllrlng the campaign of 
1890, II said the Cof.feyville Journai,7 
the People's Party orators warned their audiences 
to beware or another Coffeyville scheme. Mrs. 
Lease made the explosion the subject of some of 
her choice harangues. It was confidently expected 
by them that something of the kind would happen, 
and consequently nothing the opposition newspapers 
said had any influence with them. 
The Greenwood County Republican described Mrs. Lease as a 
Ublatant old hypocrite, who traveled from one end of this 
state to the other, under the direction of the Vincents, 
charging this crime Lit Coffeyvillil to the Republican 
party ••• During the campaign LOf 18921 she had the ear and 
confidence of thousands or honest people of Kansas. u8 • • 0 
During the debate in the Kansas House on the resolution 
to investigate the explosion, P. P. Elder, the Populist 
speaker and gubernatorial candidate on the Union Labor ticket 
in 1888, left the chair to debate, stating that he believed 
/ 
the exposes coupled with the explosion defeated both him and 
his party.9 
The Republicans attempted to retain the loyalty of the 
"labor vote, tt which may have been more farmer than labor, as 
well as their strength in the agricultural regions. In 1887, 
the county elections manifested that the loyalty of both 
713 February 1891, 6. 
811 March 1891, 2. 
9Coffeyville Journal, 13 February 1891, 6. 
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groups towards the Grand Old Party was weakening. The 
enthusiasm demonstrated in numerous Union Labor meetings and 
conventions, plus the vigor and energy or Union Labor speakers 
and newspapers, were danger signals for the Republicans by 
1888. That theory of progress by slow evolution was being 
discarded by the electorate to one of rapid political change. 
The theories of Henry George and Edward Bellamy, particularly 
the latter, had the effect of showing people that a better 
life could be had today. Senator Ingalls, interviewed by a 
New York Tribune reporter after the 1890 election but before 
his defeat in the Kansas legislature, mentioned Looking 
Backward with relation to the Alliance party. tlThat book 
--
has been widely rea.d out here," he said, uwe find it in many 
10 Kansas homes. n The Nonconformist, as noted earlier, was 
instrumental in popularizing Bellamy's work. 
The young editors, whose consciences were burned at the 
injustice exhibited in Chicag0 in 1887, continued throughout 
their stay in Kansas a stout defense of the right of free 
speech. It is possible that their opinions with respect to 
this liberty as well as to the injustice done the Haymarket 
anarchists, justified by history, may have swayed many readers 
to their view; they certainly convinced many of the injustice 
or the Coffeyville episode. Bitterly critical of opponents, 
they were genuinely upright individuals as Ed Greer himself 
lOKansas City St ar, 11 December 1890, in Ingalls 
Clippings, volume 3-;-18"89-1900. 
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admitted, personal characteristics which enhanced the 
erfectiveness of their political agitation. Kansas politics 
was more lively because of them; Kansans have a right to be 
proud of them. In an age when newspapers have been syndicated 
to a monotonous conf'ormity- of news and opinion, the Vincents 
stand out in relief as individualists in the finest tradition 
of journalism. They, too, were human and would report items 
which ravored their cause and ignore others which might 
injure it. They were working against great odds, however, 
wi th limited funds and support. To have accomplished what 
they did with what they had is testimony to energy not often 
seen in todayls journalism. 
POSTSCRIPT 
The conclusion to the story of the Vincent brothers is 
yet to be written; from a rew sources one discovers that 
they did-not immediately abandon reform nor did they entirely 
escape criticism. In January, 1893, Mrs. Lease accused the 
men of being uswindlers as well as boodlers and traitors." 
Supposedly the "Pythone8~ of the Plains" had been attacked 
herself by the men apparently from Indianapolis. Furthermore, 
she said they owed her $250.00 for her work acquiring sub-
scriptions for the newspaper in 1888.1 
But Mrs. Lease's accusations did not prevent the 
Indiana Nonconformist from becoming, in Ernest D. Stewart's 
words, "the most import ant Populist organ of the st ate. tt2 
Indeed, it became tithe national organ of the Oopulisy 
party,,3 although at some time Henry left the paper since 
Stewart fails to mention him.4 The editorship changed hands, 
passing rrom Leo, to L. S. Stockwell, to Claude X. Matthews 
who was relieved in 1896,5 but it appears that Leo returned 
to the editorship some time after this and supported a policy 
ITopeka Capital, 10 Jan~ary 1893, 1. 
2Ernest D. Stewart, tiThe Populist Party in Indiana, n 
Indiana Magazine of History, XIV (December, 1918), 353. _ 
3Ernest D. Stewart, liThe Populist Party in Indiana" 
(concluded), Indiana Magazine of History, XV (March, 1919), 
54. 
4Ibid • Neither article by Stewart mentions either Henry 
or Cuthbert. 
5Ibid • No exact dates are given for these changes. 
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of fusion with Indiana's Democratic party in 1898. 6 
More information, sketchy though it is, is available 
on Henry. In 1894, he Mas edfutor of the Chicago Searchlight, 
a Populist organ instrumental in the coalition of Populist 
and labor elements in Illinois. 7 He was, in this connection, 
a firm supporter of the Henry Demarest Lloyd-Edward Bellamy 
wing of the Populists,8 a stand consistent with his views in 
Kansas. Later in the same year, he felt that Lloyd's policies 
were too tlcommunisticn for the expedient reason that people 
would accept only so much socialism--government ownership or 
control of railroads and communications, for instance--at 
anyone time. The Searchlight then turned to a free silver 
program. 9 Henry wrote The Story of the Commonweal, the 
10 
"of.ficial lt history or Jacob Coxey's Army of' 1894. 
Cuthbert, the "Pror." also continued writing, or at 
least it is supposed that a nC. VincentI! writing from Indian-
apolis in 1893 was one of this literary trio. His article, 
appearing in the July, 1893, issue of Arena, attempted to 
answer an article in an earlier issue of the same magazine 
6 Ibid., 67. 
7Chester McArthur Destler, "Consumation of a Labor-
Populist Alliance in Illinois in .1894, n M. V .H.R., XXVII 
(March, 1941), 6010 - - --
8Chester McArthur Dest1er, American Radicalism 1865-
1901, 236-238. 
9Ibid • 
lOHenry Vincent, The Story of the Commonweal, (Chicago, 
1894) • 
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which urged a bimetallic currency standard. The "Prof. n 
assailed this view with statistics and characteristic 
11 
sarcasm. 
Mention must be made, too, of Watson Heston, the Non-
conformist cartoonist, who apparently went to Chicago with· 
Henry. Chester M. Destler in his book includes a Heston 
cartoon which carries the inscription, ttDesigned and drawn 
for the 'SEARCHLIGHTI~12 
Otherwj_se, the Vincents disappear from known, available 
material. As in the physical sciences, a new piece of evi-
dence concerning these reform publicists produces ten more 
mysteries. Their later activities and ideas would provide 
a fascinating and significant episode in the transition of 
America from an industrial adolescent of the last half of 
the nineteenth century to the Goliath of the twentieth. 
lIe. Vincent, "Bimetallic Parity Under a Gold Standard, t1 
The Arena, XLIII (July, 1893), 151-160. 
12Dest1~r, OPe cit., 163. 
APPENDIX A 
"STRIKE HER DOWN lf 
"Beware of her, she's false and foul, 
She greets with smiles the villian l s howl, 
Ann Archy! 
She'll prate about the rights of man 
And steal from you whate'er she can, 
Ann Archyl 
She t S dyed in vice from crown t a sale, 
Her hand's hold Murder's reeking bowl, 
Ann Archy! 
She comes to kill the pleasant home, 
To send men forth like beasts to roam, 
Ann Archyl 
All social ties she would dissolve . 
And in red riot men involve, 
Ann Archyl 
Strike down the hag ere 'tis too late, 
And send her back to Satan's gate, 
Ann Archyl 
Boston Budget. 
Quote€! in the Coffeyville Journal (weekly), 6 November 





Two flying forms, in pathless deeps of night 
Watched the 'great spheres about them wheel and flame. 
And many a planet, whe~e it swept with might 
Round many a central sun, they named by nrone. 
They spoke of races whom the gradual spell 
Of wisdom won had raised from crime and vice---
How hate and sin had made this world a hell, 
And love had made that world a paradisel 
And while they singled, either near or far, 
Bright orb from orb in heaven's untold abyss, 
At last one pointed to a certain star, 
And said, with dubious gestur.6, "What of' this? It 
"Earth it is called, It his musing mate replied, 
tlBy those dim swarms it continents beget. 
'Tis a young star, and they that there abide 
Shall not wear wings, like us, for centuries yet 1" 
Edgar Fawcett in Lippincott's. 





Our ~ather who art in England, Rothschild be thy name, 
thy financial kingdom come to America, thy will be done in 
the United States as it is in England. Give us this day 
our bonds in gold, but not in silver; give us plenty of 
laboring men's votes to keep monopoly in power and its 
friends in orfice. We know, our father we have done many 
things that were wrong; we have robbed the honest poor, and 
brought distress to many a door; we know it was wrong to 
refund the bonds and make them payable in coin; we know it 
was wrong to demonetize silver; we know it was wrong to 
water all our railroad stocks; but thou knowest we made 
money by that. Now, our father, thou lmowest we are above 
politics. It is the same to us whether the Democrats or 
Republicans rule, ror thou knowest we are able to sway all 
political jobs in our favor. Lead us not into the way of 
the striker, but deliver us from the hands o~ the insane 
Knights of Labor. Thus shall we have the kingdom of bonds, 
interests, powers and gold till the Republic shall end. Amen. 




"HURRAH FOR KANSAS! n 
Hurrah for bounteous Kansasl 
Her people rouse at last 
To Listen to the oncome 
Of freedom's rushing blast; 
It 1 s sweeping o'er her prairies, 
O'er her valleys and her hills. 
And the dawning rays of liberty blaze 
Till all the land it fills. 
And the north winds, and the south winds 
Bear it o'er the waiting land, 
That Kansas now, as in the past 
Repels the slavers hand. 
Her soil baptized with freeman's blood 
A freeman's soil shall be 
Here shall her sons and daughters dwell 
In plenty, peace and liberty. 
The spirits of a nation's dead 
Bend over Kansas' soil 
To urge that he who fills the land 
Should own the fruits of toil. 
OhI by our brave and martyred sires, 
We'll ring the bell 6f usury's knell, 
And Kansas shall be free. 
The marshalling hosts of freedom 
United swift and strong 
liThe home against the mortgage" 
Was the burden of their song. 
The plowman left his furrow, 
The farmer his ripened grain 
To join the hosts of freedom 
Singing liberty's wild refrain. 
Hurrah for sun-kissed Kansasl 
Hurrah for the Alliance band! 
That drove from our fertile prairies 
Monopoly's greed hand. 
We thank Thee . Ohl God of battles, 
For this peaceful victory won. 
OhI Liberty bell, ring slavery's kneilil 
Greedy Shylock's race is run. 




nHAYSEED IS RISINI II 
We kin all of us remember how along about September, 
The papers used to to LSi£! tell about the caucus or 
the fair, 
And them fellers from the city used ter get almighty 
witty 
On the feller with the duster what had hayseed in his 
hair. 
They had fun in legislaters with the man what raises 
taters, 
If by any hook or crook or chance elected and sent there: 
And the reportorial friskers used tar comment on the 
whiskers, 
And the carpet sack of Bilson, what had hayseed in his 
hair. 
Yes, b'gosh, he rid his pass out, and he used ter blow 
his gas out, 
And he used to drink hard cider when he went out on a tear: 
And he used to pinch a dollar till the buzzard used ter 
hollar, 
And the man cut up re-e-diklus what had hayseed in his hair. 




It's the fellow with chin whiskers that is slowly 
gettin' there, 
And it won't be too surprisin t ir by slowly organizinr, 
Old parties may wake up to rind the hayseed's in their 
hair. 
l~en the fashions change you rellers will all carry 
green umbrellers, 
And trousers wide across the seat to make the dudelets 
stare; 
In them times if you pass muster you must wear a linen 
duster, 
And if you want to throw on style put hayseed in your 
hair. 




COWLEY COUNTY ErECTION STATISTICS, 1888-1892 
Con res sman Dis trict Governor 
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Beaver 96 47 34 4 95 32 50 
Bolton, East 89 56 49 1 84 47 57 
Bolton, West 90 33 59 3 91 58 33 
Cedar, East 45 31 2 0: 45 2 31 
Cedar, West 1.5 7 20 0 16 20 4 
Creswell, East 86 37 74 1 85 71 39 
Creswell, We s t 45 22 39 0 46 38 22 
Dexter 206 87 54 0 207 49 92 
Fairview 90 47 27 1 89 24 53 
Gr ant 37 19 55 1 38 53 21 
Harvey 70 47 42 0 69 37 57 
Liberty 62 31 69 0 63 68 32 
Maple 84 17 51 1 82 43 25 
Ninnescah 124 55 .57 0 121 13 102 
Omnia 82 25 22 0 83 14 32 
Otter, North 32 11 7 0 32 7 11 
Ot t er, South 56 6 9 0 57 8 6 
Pleas ant Valley 91 50 84 3) 89 79 55 
Richland, North 77 36 8 7 77 5 38 
Richland, South 121 40 46 5 122 42 42 
Rock Creek 106 50 25 1 105 24 53 
Sheridan 74 30 61 0 76 53 36 
Silver Creek 169 84 .52 4 170 27 10.5 
Silverdale 101 55 70 2 102 70 .53 
Spring Creek 75 35 12 3 73 12 35 
Tisdale 58 34 48 2 58 44 38 
Vernon 98 51 84 2 100 74 50 
Walnut 135 50 57 4 135 56 61 
Windsor, East 20 4 12 0 20 12 4 
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Arkansas City 
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Third Ward 170 112 64 6 169 64 115 
Fourth Ward ~ ~ M 19 ~ 39 135 Total 42 72 TIm 431+ 
Winfield 
First Ward 212 109 44 2 216 37 116 
Second Ward 205 62 24 10 214 22 58 
Third Ward 155 74 23 4 158 22 73 
Fourth Ward 85 5(1) 14 1 87 14 ~9 
Fi.fth Ward 101 52 37 3 102 35 53 
Total 7"5E m 142; 20· 777 130 349 
TOTAL VOTES 4053 1888 1651 107 4062 1445 2081 
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Bol ton, We st 3 92 58 33 92 57 33 3 
Cedar, East 0 45 2 31 44- 0 31 0 
Cedar, West 0 16 20.) 4 16 20 4 (D) 
Creswell, East 1 80 83 31 85 71 39 1 
Creswell, West 0 47 41 18 46 38 21 0 
Dexter 0 206 55 86 202 57 89 0 
Fairview 1 90 24 52 89 24 52 1 
Grant 1 3t) 54 20 37 54 19 1 
Harvey 0 68 37 54 72 3t) 52 0 
Liberty 0 65 66 32 62~ 69 32 0) 
Maple 2 83 48 19 81 48 19 1 
Ninnescah 0 124 36 76 12-3 36 76 0 
Omnia 0 83 20 25 84 20 25 0 
Otter, North 0 32 7 11 32 7 11 0 
Otter, South 0 56 9 6 56 9 7 0 
Pleasant Valley 5 88 87 51 92 80 51 4 
Richland, North 7 79 7 36 75 7 36 6 
Richland, South 6 121 44 43 124 41 40 6 
Rock Creek 1 102 25 53 105 23 52 1 
Sheridan 0 77 54 33 58 90 11 0 
Silver Creek 4 169 49 83 172 44 eo 4 
Silverdale 2 104 70 52 103 70 52 2 
Spring Creek 3 77 12 34 72 14 34 4 
Tisdale 2 58 L~5 37 59 45 36 2 
Vernon 2 97 78 56 100 77 58 1 
Walnut 5 137 54 51 136 53 50 7 
Windsor, East 0 20 12 4 20 12 4 0, 
Windsor, West 0 125 86 25 129 85 23 0 
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1-'. !oj ~ l-'. et- a 




First Ward 9 131 70 82 137 61 80 10 
Second Ward 8 180 26 97 186 25 93 8 
Third Ward 6 166 72 110 173 66 106 7 
Fourth Ward 20 253 52 126 2.51 39 129 18 
Total V 7JO 220 415 m N1 ~ 43" 
v.fini'ield 
First Ward 3 201 42 124 222 41 102- .5 
Second Ward 10 208 2t1- 58 217 24 45 15 
Third Ward 4 1.54 22 79 158 24 60 9 
Fourth Ward 1 82 15 53 94 13 38 2 
Fifth vlard 3 102 38 51 103 ~ ~ ~ Total 2f 7~-7 141 m 794-
TOTAL VOTES 114 4053 1627 1920 4090 1601 183B 12.7 
Super' dt. 
County of Public Commissioner 
Attorney Instruction District 2 
0 ~ ::q C-j txj y ::r1 ~ . . . s:; f-' .. . 
f-' f-' c+ 
t:-t d t:J j-le jl'l tJ ((.l p--
. 
-
. ~ . . s:; 
rn Ii 
1888 cont. C/.l w 0 t"-i . Q t-I ~ a ~ s:: f-h (/.l so 1-'- ~ et- 0' ~ Ii et- a CD p- o' 1--'-
c+ P" f-Jo jl'l f-' ~ CD c+ 
c.a ::s cT f-' t-J- c..::: ~ 
(Jq 0 CD CD 
~ ::s ~ R UL R D UL 
D R Uh 
Endorsed 
Beaver 99 31 49 91 84 93 50 34 
Bolton, East 85 50 52 59 118 95 50 41 
Bolton, West 91 61 33 82 99 132 16 35 
Cedar, East 44 2 31 37 36 12 3 22 
Cedar, West 16 20 4 18 21 37 2:6 0 
Creswell, East 85 71 38 73 110 86 37 71 
Creswel l, We st 44 38 24 50 51 49 21 36 
Dexter 204 55 86 197 144-
Fairview 89 24 52 90 71 
Grant 37 53 21 37 69 30 29 52 
Harvey 68 3)9 56 50 III 
Liberty 63 67 33 66 96 61 32 70 
rlaple 81 48 19 81 68 
Ninnescah 123 37 75 106 115 
Omnia 84 20 25 76 53 
Otter, North 32 7 11 23 26 
Otter, South 56 9 6 56 12 
Pleasant Valley 91 82 54- 83 139 91 51 81 
Richland, North 80 6 38 73 47 
Richland, South 122 43 40 121 78 
Rock Creek 96 23 60 87 82 
Sheridan 76 53 35 73 78 
Silver Creek 166 47 87 137 158 
Silverdale 100 74 52 112 96 102 52 69 
Spring Creek 75 13 35 71 43 72 41 10 
Tisdale 61 45 36 65 75 
Vernon 101 77 58 103 121 
Walnut 138 52 50 129 III 
Windsor, East 2D 12 4 16 17 
Windsor, West 127 87 23 108, 118 
114 
Super I dt. 
County of Public Commissioner 
At torney Instruction District 2 
0 ~ P=1 y t.rj y ~ > 
. • ~ !-J . • '1 
f--' !-J c+ 
t-l t;l t::J p. ~ t::l (I,l ::r 
. . . ~ . . ~ CD 
W til 0 t-I . Q t"i 
1888 ~ s ~ s:: ....,. ff cont. P' 1-'. ~ et- 0' Ii d- o CD ~ u' 1-1-
eT ::; 1-'. ~ f-I Ii (!) c+ 
(IJ ~ c+ I--' I-h' ~ ;J 
(J'q 0 CD CD 
CIl ::s <=<1 
R UL D R "Oli. R Ul1 D 
Endorse(l 
Arkansas City 
First Ward 125 69 90 129 147 156 71 32 
Second Ward 145 28 126 175 128 202: 81 23 
Third Ward 148 71 124 166 171 190 96 64 
Fourth Ward ~ 69 127 m 177 281 112 36 Total 237 m 71 623 B29" 3bo 155" 
Wi nfield 
First Ward 214 41 112 180 179 
Second Ward 218 25 55 188 108 
Third War d 159 24 65 148 94 
Fourth .Ward 89 14 45 79 62 
Fifth Ward 102 ~ ~ 81 100 Total 782 m m 
TOTAL VOTES 3988 1627 1979 3764 3613 1689 768 676 
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Representative Representative 
District 59 District 60 
:x> ~ (J) y ~ ~ 
. . ~ . . . 
::q trJ ~ 0 ::q ~ 
• . (\) . . . 
........ 
t-t ~ 0 ff !:d 1888 cont . 1-'- CD (I.l ~ ~ S Ii P"' C<f CD p., CD p., s.n 
Ii C!> CD 0' CD (Jq 
1-'. ::s ct (t) Ii CD 
() til I-' 
~ I-' 
R UL D R D UJL 
Beaver 102 47 32 
Bolton, East 83 .53 50 
Bolt on, West 93 34 57 
Cedar, East 43 27 2 
Cedar, West 16 3 20 
Creswell, Eas t 84 34 75 
Cr eswell, We st 45 15 45 
Dext er 
Fairview 88 24 52 
Grant 37 20 54 
Harvey 
Libert y 64 32 67 
Map le 80 49 18 




Ple a sant Valley 88 53 84 
Richland, North 
Richland, South 
Rock Creek 97 26 56 
Sheridan 
Silver Creek 
Si lverdale 107 52 67 
Spring Creek 77 35 12 
Tisdale 
Vernon 85 125 19 





District 59 District 60 
~ ~ w y ~ > 
. . ~ . . . p:J t.xj ~ 0 ::r:: ~ 
. • <D . . . 
1-1 
1888 cant. t-I ~ 0 (j) ~ f-l. CD (f.l ~ ~ ~ S t-j P"' ~ 
CD p.. <D I-cj p., pi 
t-j (1) (t) r:J' ro ()'q 
f-le ~ cT CD Ii CD 
0 eLl 1-1 
~ ~ 
R UL D R D UL 
Ark an sas City 
First 'Ward 133 95 59 
Second Ward 77 104 23 
Third Ward 166 123 62 
Fourth Ward 252 ;W 45 Total b2B' TIf<j 
Winrield 
First Ward 213 70 86 
Second Ward 214 28 51 
Third Wa rd 158 49 49 
Fourth Ward 88 19 43 
Fif'th 'Ward 102 ~ ~ Tota l 715 
TOTAL VOTES 1386 564 501 1467 867 754 
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Representati ve 
District 61 Probate Judge 
<:....j trJ t:1 ~ y ;x::. C-j 
. . . . 0 S 0 g 0 p-~ III (Ij t.J;j UJ ~ 
. 
~ ~ C-j 
I-xj 0 C/l 8 . ~ • 
1888 cont. ~ J-I c:1" sn ~ 0 § s:: 0 ct" lJj f-' <: c:a 0 0 Ii 
CD p.. CD 0 ~ 0 
~ ~. t<j ~ PJ R ~ p, 0 sn cr' UL ~ ~ D (J) p... :J R c+ 
D U]1 Pro 
Beaver 101 27 45 6 
Bolton, East 67 21 80 20 
Bolton, West 81 47 37 20 
Cedar, East 43 2: 31 @ 
Ceda.r, vvest 15 19 5 0 
Creswell, East 83 70 39 J 
Creswell , West 46 37 19 4 
Dexter 198 62 88 202 58 83 0 
Fairview 87 25 52 1 
Grant 37 49 19 6 
Harvey 69 64 30 69 38 54 0 
Liberty "65 68 29 0 
Maple 84 45 24 2 
Ninnescah 122 36 77 0 
Omnia 80 24- 25 78 20 29 0 
Otter, North 32 8 9 32 7 11 0 
at ter, South 56 9 6 54 9 6 0 
Pleasant Val ley 87 76 57 4 
Richland, North 79 13 31 70 8 36 7 
Richl and, South 121 43 39 123 39 39 9 
Rock Creek 98 24 54 1 
She ridan 74 61 29 71 52 39 0 
Si l ver Creek 165 64 76 1.59 "45 95 4 
Si lverdale 101 68 S6 2-
Spring Creek 64 12 37 11 
Tisdale 57 43 40 57 39 46 2 
Vernon 108 68 S4 4 
Walnut 128 52 56 5 
Windsor, East 23 7 4 19 12 4 a 
Windsor, West 117 110 8 125 88 21 0 
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Representative 
District 61 Pr obate Jud_ge 
~ trJ tJ ::; y ~ l:.4 
. . . 0 S 0 g- o g ~ ::q ttJ lxj to 
?> ~ y 
1888 c ont. ~ 0 (J.l 8 . ~ . p:l ....., cT p:l !--J 
I--' 0 ~ >:: 0 c+ tJj 
I--' ~ ~ rt.l 0 0 ~ 
CD p.. 0> (') ::s 0 
Ii 1-'- ~ ~ ~ 
R I-+.> Ii P. 
UL 0 R § D 0" ~ CD p.. ~ 
ct 
D U1 Pro 
Arkansas City 
First Ward 128 53 87 20 
S ec ond Ward 154 24 109 17 
Third Wal"'d 156 64 112 14 
F ourth Ward 236 ~ 133 26 Total b74 4"41 77 
inf'ie ld 
First Ward 216 . 47 103 3 
Second Ward 202 23 63 11 
Third Ward 154 41 61 11 
F o urth Ward 86 13 47 1 
Fi.fth Ward 96 38 52 
.It. 
Total 754 162 326 )() 
TOTAL VOTES (1071 508 385 3904 1508 2001 218 
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Commissioner County 
Di strict 3 Treasurer 
~ :;t> ~ ~ 
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~ f:Ij ::r: g 
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{/.l 
tIl (/.l Q . 






Pop R Pop R 
Beaver 89 .59 
Bolton, East 82 39 
Bolton, Wes t 94 29 
Cedar , East 16 25 
Cedar , We st 15 10 
Creswell, East 39 40 
Creswell, We st 48 37 
Dex t e r 145 102 139 III 
Fairview 82 49 
Grant 47 .52 
Harve y 86 36 95 26 
Liberty 117 44 
Maple 59 58 
Ninnesc a h 88 89 
Omnia 62' 41 62 41 
otter, North 2;8 6 23 11 
Otter, South 23 19 10 33 
Pleasant Valley 136 42 
Ri.chland, North 45 51 49 46 
Richland, South 110 73 111 71 
Rock Creek 117 45 
Sheridan 83 46 86 43 
Silver Creek 99 162 98 160 
Silver dale 88 83 
Spr ing Creek 42 75 
Tisdale 117 28 119 25 
Vernon 135 65 
Walnut 115 100 
Windsor, East 10 19 11 18 























































































Commi ssioner County 
Dist r ict 3 Treasurer 
~ > ~ ~ 
. . . 0 
t"tJ qj ::r: 5 
. . . 
::q (f.2 t/.l Q . 
1889 cant. Po' ~ I'-j '1 /-1- 0 ~ P, ct" ~ 1-'-~ P" ~ f-Jo ~ 0 1-'-
~ i,j 
CD co 
Pop R Pop R 
Arkans as City 
First Ward 125 10} 
Second Ward 129 149 
Third Ward 145 119 
Fourth Ward ~ 185 Total 5'5b 
i nfie ld 
Fi rs t Ward 96 195 
Sec ond Ward 64 191 
Third Ward 85 126 
Fourth Ward 43 74 
F ifth Ward 69 82 
Total 357 bbff 

















































Clerk Coroner Sur ve_yor 
(f.) t-t t:J 0 P C-.j 
p:l 
· 
. . J--I . 
t-' CD 
~ t?il 0 ~ >c: ~ S 
· 
~ . § . ::J 
'"Ij ~ ::J III ~ ttl 
1889 cont. 0 0 !-oJ. 0 CD I-j s:; 0 ::s J--I I-j ~ 
c+ p. Otl Q p.. 
Cll Hj ::r ~ 0 J--I !-Jo ~ \b (I) ::J 0' 1-'. ~ 
'" 
t-j 
Pop ::s y c:o 
I-j Pop R R 
· Pop 
R 
Be aver 87 64 86 65 88 63 
Bolton, East 82 38 84 37 8tl- 37 
Bolton, West 93 30 93 30 93 31 
Cedar, East 16 25 16 25 16 25 
Cedar, West 16 9 15 10 L5 10 
Creswell, East 40 40 38 42 37 43 
Creswell, We st 48 37 48 37 48 34 
De xter 136 114 133 115 133 121 
Fair view 68 63 67 64 64 67 
Grant 54 44 53 46 50 48 
Har vey 93 28 93 27 92 28 
Liberty 119 42 119 41 119 41 
Maple 58 58 58 59 58 59 
Ninnescah 84 93 84 93 83 92 
Omni a 60 43 61 40 61 43 
Otter, North 23 .11 23 11 5 29 
Ot ter, South 10 32 10 32 10 32 
Pleasant Val ley 132 46 129 50 130 49 
Richland, North 43 53 44 51 45 51 
Richland, South 110 73 106 76 110 73 
Rock Creek III 54 112 54 III 55 
Sheridan 84 45 82 47 82 47 
Silver Creek 103 157 100 159 10li 159 
Sil ver dale 93 78 91 80 91 79 
Spring Creek 51 68 51 69 51 69 
Tisdale 117 28 117 2B 115 30 
Vernon 138 63 137 64 137 64 
Walnut 110 102 III 105 115 102 
Windsor, East 11 18 11 18 11 18 
Windsor, West 113 71 113 71 113 71 
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Count y 
Clerk Coroner Survelor 







CD t;l 0 ~ >l ~ a 
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1889 cont. 0 0 1-1- 0 CD f-j C 0 ~ 1--1 ~ ~ 
ct f3; (JQ 0 ~ Ul p- o 0 f-' 
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Arkans as Cit y 
First Ward 139 90 134 93 136 93 
Second Ward 158 124 161 119 162 117 
Third Ward 171 95 169 94 168 96 
Fourth Ward 176 159 170 165 169 166 
Total b1+4 46ff ~ 47T m 472 
Winfie l d 
First War d 104 187 97 193 105 186 
Second Ward 66 18d 63 192 69 183 
Third Ward 82 126 78 131 85 124-
Fourth Ward 40 76 43 74 44 73 
Fifth Ward 70 80 67 ~ 67 J% Total Jb2 m A8" Jf5 
TOTAL VOTES 3308 2753 3267 2791 3273 2791 
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Congressman 
District 3 Governor 
tJ> td td t-t <:...j 0 
1-'- CD ~ . ::J t.O ::J SlJ 
~ P" w. 0 I-zj I-j 
0 ~ ::J . ~ I-d <D ~ 1-'- q ~ to 
1890 f-i- ~ ~ . 1-'-n f:-l !:d 
~ 0 ~ ~ 0 
~ t-d ~ ~ 1-'- 0' co 0 ct- ~ p.. I-j .q [Il !:l 
f/l ~ (1) ::J Cll 
0 f-J- 'i I-j 0 
::s Jj ~ :::s 
rD. ~ 
Pro R Pop R Pop D 
Beaver 0 72 109 57 103 22 
Bolton, East 0 96 101 86 84 27 
Bolt on, West 1 77 77 67 70 16 
Cedar, East 0 33 31 31 27 ~ Cedar, West 0 8 3-2 8 27 
Creswell, East 0 58 72 54 51 26 
Creswell, 'west 9 39 50 37 41 11 
Dexter 1 153 :L39 140 112 4.5 
Fairview 0 78 71 76 52 23 
Grant 0 31 72 26 48 29 
Harvey 0 40 99 35 98 6 
Liberty 0 70 102 61 75 37 
Maple 1 70 84 66 79 79 
Ninnesc ah 1 10,2 122 86 105 33 
Omnia 0 50 59 49 55 5 
Otter, North 0 25 22 23 21 3 
Otter, South CJ. 30 27 29 25 2 
Pleasant Valley 0 70 1.50 64 143 13 
Richland, North 0 58 71 57 70 2 
Richland, South 0 101 110 92 97 25 
Rock Creek 0 71 98 70 93 6 
Sheridan 0 71 79 .59 67 28 
Silver Creek 0 163 94 1.55 77 30 
Si.lverdale 0 75 93 73 76 22 
Spring Creek 0 68 63 67 59 .5 
Tisdale 0 40 102 39 99 7 
Vernon 0 82 160 78 ~-5 20 
Walnut 4 114 115 105 114- 16 




of Public Corrnnissioner Representative 
I nstruction District 1 Dis tr ict 29 
c...; t-i t1 c...; » l:.j s:: ..... .. . . ~ 
......, ~ D 
f-h P' :E; ~ ~ 0 SX> . 0' 
td 
1890 
a fj t-d 0 c...; ~ 
SX> P'> f-'. 0 <D f-J. 
tt ~ CD tt S :>< 0 ~ rr 0 ~ 0 f-.Jo l-1. ~ CD ::s ::s (Jq (Jq 
::r to 
R Pop R ~ Pop R 
Pop 
Bea.ver 69 III 
Bolton, East 91 104 
Bolt on, West 71 81 
Cedar, East 29 31 
Cedar, We st 9 31 
Creswell, East 58 71 
Creswell, West 40 48 
Dexter 139 153 
Fairv iew 83 69 75 74 76 70 
Grant 34 68 
Harvey ~~ 96 Liberty 101 
Maple 75 82 69 86 70 85 
Ninnescah 104 120 109 112 101 120 
Omnia 49 58 
Otter, North 26 21 
Otter, South 23 32 
Pleasant Valley 73 146 
Richland, North 61 67 
Richland, South 93 1 15 
Rock Creek 76 92 69 100 73 97 
Sheridan 70 81 
Silver Cre ek 156 104 
Silverdale 77 93 
Spring Creek 67 64 
Tisdale 46 99 
Vernon 86 155 79 164 82 160 
Walnut 116 122 103 132 112 122 
Windsor, East 23 16 
Windsor, West 96 126 
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Super'dt. 
of Public Commissioner Representative 
Instruction District 1 District 59 
~ t-I t) y tE> ~ 
s= J-Ie • . • III f-J p.., () 
r'- ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 jll . . 0' 
tJj 
Q ":1 t-d 0 <::...j z 
1890 c ont . ~ S'O J-Ie 0 ro t-p.., a> cT § >4 0 ~ ~ c+ 0 
:::1 () t- 1-" ~ ([) ::s ::s ()q (Jq p- Ol 
R Pop R ~ R Pop 
Pop 
Arkansas City 
First Ward 134 148 
Second Ward 212 98 
Third Ward 190 142 
Fourth Wa rd 2:31 155 
Tot a l m 5I0 
vlinfie ld 
Firs t Ward 146 110, Jl48 109 156 100 
Second Ward 172. 72 165 78 172 43 
Thir d Ward 128 75 127 79 136 70 
Fourth W,a rd 76 44 73 34 83 37 
Fifth War d 76 80 72 ~ ~ 82 Total 5W j8l % Jj2 
TOTAL VOTES 3414 3481 1089 1052 1136 1016 
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Commission r County 
D strict 2 Treas urer Sheri ff 
C-.t ~ ~ C-.t ~ ~ y C-.t {,IJ . . • . . • ~ " 
0 ell 
t;J (.Q s· [I.l 0 rn txJ 1j Q ""'-4 
. 
" 
. . () . (l) . 
0 Ii 
Q ~ 0 ~. p:: ct ~ Q 
1891 c ont. ~ J--I ~ I-l" ~ cf" 1-1" 0 ~ et- c+- p.. ~ '"d 0 p- o :J ~ ~ to '"d () C<t 
t-$ ~ ~ ~" !-l0 SlJ ::r t-'- ~ ;:s ~ 1-$ 
(l) m (D § ~ 
R Pop D R Pop D R Pop D 
Arkansas City 
First Ward 131. 60 28 135 60 29 137 60 27 
Second Ward 237 41 26 257 32 15 239 39 23 
Third Ward 175 56 35 191 48 27 188 51 25 
Fourth Ward 262 66 .51 269 ~~ 269 69 Jt.g Total ~ 223 140 852 204 11 833 219 117 
Winfield 
First Wa rd 194 52 27 188 61· 23 
Secon d Ward 182 71 9 174 71 9 
Thir d Ward 167 31 14- 163 36 12 
Fourth Ward 83 20 6 83 24 3 
Fifth War d 93 53 11 97 52 7 
Total m 227 67 705 250 54 
TarAL VOTES 1430 1003 200 3511 2494 417 3406 2630 378 
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Register Count y 
01' Deeds Clerk 
;d ~ IJ:j y If.l <:.oj 
. . . . p3 0 
f-I g C/.l tj I-d b:J <D 
. . . . a 
ro (IJ ~ qj ~ ~ . 
1891 cont. cT P' ): ~. 0 Ii f-I c1- (D s: ~ 
0 a (') P"' & § c-',- 0 ~ 0' {Jl p-- ~ ~. ~ r-' 
CD ::J 0 ~ 
Ii to ::>;' ::s 
0 
R Pop :; R Pop 
D 
D 
Beaver 70 92 7 71 91 7 
Bolton, East 71 70 10 83 61 6 
Bolton, West 67 66 15 73 72 4 
Cedar, East 23 28 0 23 28 0 
Cedar, We st 8 16 2 8 16 2 
CresHell, East 44 31 8 43 29 9 
Creswell, We st 2:.6 48 ~ 24 4b 5 Dexter 138 145 143 131 15 
Fairview 71 44 17 68 43 22 
Grant 33 61 .5 37 55 7 
Harvey 46 78 4 43 80 6 
Liberty 63 78 6 62 77 9 
Maple 60 68 .5 60 68 5 
Ninnescah 99 101 16 102 102 15 
Omnia 56 51 1 ~ 62 0 otter, North 2:.8 18 0 18 0 
Otter, South 25 18 1 27 16 1 
Pleasant Valley 82 129 12 85 126 12 
Richland, North 84 108 4 83 110 ;5 
Richland, South 46 63 0 46 66 (0\ , ' 
Rock Creek .56 95 1 57 93 3 
Sheridan 65 56 9 66 51 13 
S i lve r Cre e k 143 103 14- 154 100 12 
Silverdale 66 87 14 77 76 14 
Spring Creek 70 65 12 72 71 4 
Tisdale 40 93 8 L~l 94 8 
Vernon 85 131 9 87 131 9 
Walnut li~ l<DD 11 113 102 11 Windsor, East 12 1 18 12 1 
Windsor, West 82 86 14 85 82 1.5 
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Register County 
of Deeds Clerk 
::0 c.; ~ ~ (f.l c.; 
. . . 
• p:l 0 
t:J 
~ g C/.l ~ bj CD 
. . • . s 
(J.) Cll P:l '-:r::I I-:Ij ~ . 
1891 cont. ct- ~I:l s:: 1-" 0 foj tt cT IJ.l s= p:: 0 Q p-' c+ § cT 0 p- o' CI.l 
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0 
::s 
R Pop R Pop D 
D 
Arka.nsas City 
First Ward 119 70 35 142 64 18 
Second Ward 214 56 36 237 52 15 
Third War d 155 57 5J-t- 193 58 14 
Fourth Ward 250 66 61 285 62 ~ Total 7J8" 2rt:9 I8b m 236 
Winfield 
First Ward 181 61 35 173 72 30 
Second Ward 183 53 17 172 68 12 
Third Ward 164 33 15 152 46 13 
Fourth Ward 80 20 8 73 31 6 
Firth War d 92 51 13 91 .51 
-# Total 700 2m B1J bbI' 2b8' 




(J.l t::1 0 ~ tp <:; 
. . . . f.--' . 
CD (J.l 0 trJ :s: ~ t"i 
. ~ . • . 
. ~ g Q "U ~ !Xl ~ 
1891 cont. 0 1-'- ~ <D ~ p:> t::J lj OQ ~ t-j ~ 0 (JQ p-- I-j lj 0 ~ P' ~ Cll ~ CD ~ I--' 
f-J 
R Pop D R Pop D 
Arkansas City 
55 35 Firs t Ward 136 126 60 3,9 
Second Ward 242' 34 28 225 36 44 
Third Ward 177 51 35 167 50 t, Fourth Ward 262 61 57 251 ~ Total 769 210 m 817 m 
W'inf'ie1d 
Firs t Ward 175 48 54 178 64 35 
Second Ward 170 53 30 179 59 16 
Third Ward 158 32 20 159 33 20 
Fourth Ward 75 20 14 80 20 10 
Fifth Ward 93 49 15 ~ ~ 14 Total m ~ m --gs 
TOTAL VOTES 3403 2509 531 3392: 2554 496 
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Congressman 
District J Governor 
t-t 8 :s: 
'I 
>- 0 H ~ . • 0' . ~ 
0 ~ <: ~ t::J 0 ::i . 
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~ . 
c:::: ::r: tIl ~ t-i t-c! 
1892 . s:; · CD }-S. 0.. :::: ~ 0 ~ 02 tIl (t) ~ 
~ 0 (l) !-l (l) ::s ~ w f--l. ~ 
I1j ::s s }-I- f-J. ~ CD f-J. ~ ~ c:+ c+ ()q 
CD Pop 0-~ Pro 
R R Pop Pro 
Beav er 81 113 3 82 112 3 
Bolton, East 103 119 a 102 119 0 
Bolton, West 82 III 5 82 III 5 
Cedar, East 32 27 0 33 27 0 
Cedar, West 9 27 0 9 27 0 
Cre swell, East 55 68 3 55 68 3 
Creswell, West 47 64 Ql' 47 66 0 
Dexter ~ 143 1 146 140 2 Fair view 63 0 89 63 0 
Grant 50 74 0 52 73 0 
Harvey 40 100 0 42 96 0 
Liberty 83 82 2 83 81 3 
Maple 78 73 0 77 74 1 
Ninnescah 121 135 1 123 134 1 
Omnia 50 68 0 51 67 0 
Otter, North 30 27 0 31 26 0 
Otter, South 36 22 0" 36 22 0 
Pleasant Valley 70 185 .5 74 181 7 
Richland, North 51 61 0 51 61 0 
Richland, South 96 126 0 97 125 4 
Rock Creek 63 100 0 64 98 1 
Sheridan 74 71 3 75 69 3 
Silver Creek 164 124 6 161 123 6 
i lverdal e 77 133 0 .78 132 0 
Spring Creek 75 72 0 75 72 0 
Tisdale 49 96 0 51 93 1 
Vernon 84 156 0 , 85 155 0 
Walnut 112 107 7 115 106 6 
Windsor, East 28 13 0 28 13 0: 
Windsor, West 96 114 0 97 113 0 
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Congressman 
District 3 Governor 
t-i 8 ~ !t> 0 H 
~ · 0' . . Ii 
0 ~ < ~ t:l 0 t:S . 
· 
. • 
q 1I1 td ~ t'i t-tJ 
1892 cont. . ~ · CD 1-1. ~ ~ ~ () ~ tQ td . (D ~ 
~ 0 (1) I-' <D ~ g CD. I~ fi JU S 1-1' f-'-
P'" CD 1-'. ~ :J 
~ c:1'" c+ (JQ (Jq 
(]) :::r 
~ 
R Pop Pro R Pop Pro 
Arkansas City 
First Ward 141 192 6 141~ 190 6 
Second Ward 288 182 8 279 189 8 
Third Ward 247 202 5 247 202 6 
Fourth 'Ward 293 213 15 295 213 15 
Total Cj"bg 789 14 % 794 » 
1rJinf' ie Id 
First Ward 188 135 .5 199 123 .5 
Second Ward 194 99 12 205 90 10 
Third Ward 158 86 3 160 86 2 
Fourth t~ard 72 56 1 71 57 1 
Fifth Ward ~ 89 19 109 82 21 Total 19 1Jb9" "lUi 74I+ l0E 39 
TOTAL VOTES 3857 3929 113 3900 3877 120 
Congressman State Senat or Clerk of the 
at Lar_ge District 27 District Court 
Q ~ ~ rn t-i ~ 0 
CD . . . . . . 
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CD 
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1892 cont. S' ~ g Sll ~. CD C ~ ::1 ::J f-J 
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R Pop Pro R Pop 
R Pop 
Be a ver 81 113 3 75 121 80 117 
Bolton, East 104 119 0 102 120 103 119 
Bolt on, West 82 III 4 82 114 80 117 
Cedar, Eas t 33 27 0 33 27 33 27 
Cedar, West 9 27 0 9 27 9 27 
Creswell, East 56 68 30 57 67 52 72 
Creswell, West 47 64 0 47 63 44 67 
Dexter 146 140 2 144 142 147 141 
Pairview 88 63 0 88 64 86 66 
Grant 51 73 0 54 70 52 73 
Harvey ~5 97 0 43 97 40 95 Liberty 80 3 82 83 78 88 
Maple 78 73 1 78 73 78 73 
Ninnescah 123 134 1 123 134 1~4 133 
Omnia 51 67 0 48 70 50 67 
Otter, North 31 26 0 31 26 30 26 
Otter, South 36 22 0 36 22 36 22 
Pleasant Valley 75 180 7 73 188 72~ 190 
Richland, North 50 61 0 51 61 50 60 
Richland, South 96 126 5 97 128 96 128 
Rock Creek 64 97 1 63 100 64 99 
Sheridan 76 70 3 73 69 76 68 
Sil'ver Creek 164 121 6 164 122 142 139 
Silverdale 77 132 0 78 132 75 133 
Spring Creek 75 72 0 75 72 75 72 
Tisdale 50 95 0 ' 50 95 51 94 
Vernon 84 156 0 85 155 82 l5e 
Walnut 109 107 7 116 109 112 113 
Windsor, East 28 13 0 28 13 28 13 
Windsor, West 97 114 0 100 106 91 119 
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Arkansas City 
First War d 141 192 6 149 191 139 201 
Second Ward 267 202 9 2.81 188 267 213 
Third Ward 244 205 6 249 201 23Lt 221 
Fourth Ward 297 211 18 303 211 ~ 2:50 Total W9" 810 J9 "9"E2 m 9 0 "Ern5" 
\a/infie d 
First War d 198 124- 6 199 128 175 152 
Second Ward 200 92 13 201 96 181 120 
Third Ward 160 86 2 158 88 149 98 
Fourth Ward 71 57 1 74 54 70 58 
Fifth Ward III 83 21 108 102: 105 106 
Total 7EO 4Ii2 43 7~-O 4b8' bBO ~ 
TOTAL VOTES 3876 3900 127 3907 3928 3726 4135 
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R Fop R Pop R Pop 
Be aver 83 112 82 114 
Bolton, East 104 117 103 119 
Bolton, We st 79 114 81 116 
Ceda.r, East 33 26 30 28 
Cedar, West 9 27 9 25 
Cresvlel1, Eas t 50 69 62 58 
Creswell, Wes t 45 65 46 64 
Dexter 144 145 143 143 170 112 
Fairview 88 63 88 63 
Grant 48 77 54 71 
Harvey 42 98 43 97 43 97 
Liberty 8:l! 85 79 85 
Maple 78 73 78 71 
Ninnescah 122 13L~ 122 132 
Omnia 51 67 51 67 51 66 
Otter, Nor th 31 26 32 24- 31 26 
Otter, South 36 22 33 24 25 23 
Pleasant Valley 81 180 82 180 
Richland, Nort h 50 61 51 60 51 61 
Richland, South 97 128 96 128 97 125 
Rock Creek 64 99 62 94 
Sheridan 76 71 76 70 7S 68 
Silver Creek 161 126 161 128 152 128 
Silverdale 76 133 81 127 
Spring Creek 75 72 75 72 
Tisdale 51 91 52 92 51 93 
Vernon 84 156 85 155 
~lalnut 115 108 116 110 
Windsor, East 28 13 27 14 28 13 
Windsor, West 97 113 98 112 94 116 
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Beaver 81 115 83 113 84 112 
Bolton, East 102 120 103 119 102 120 
Bolton, We s t 82 114 82 114 84 111 
Cedar, East 33 9 33 27 33 27 
Cedar, West 9 "27 9 26 9 27 
Gres"Vlell, East 53 71 57 68 57 67 
Creswell, West 45 66 46 65 48 63 
Dexter 144- 143 151 137 137 150 
Fairview 88 64 91 61 89 62 
Grant 53 72 53 72 51 74 
Harvey 42 98 42 96 49 90 
Liberty 82 83 83 83 82 84 
Maple 78 73 78 73 78 73 
Ninnescah 123 131-t- 122 134 126 131 
Omni a 48 70 53 65 53 65 
Otter, North 31 26 31 26 31 26 
Otter, South 35 23 25 23 26 22 
Pleasant Valley 69 190 81 181 80 181 
Richland, North 49 60 54 58 51 61 
Richland, South 98 126 97 126 100 126 
Rock Creek 64 99 64 98 66 97 
Sheridan 76 70 78 68 74 72 
S11 ver Cree k 163 124 150 140 156 133 
Silverdale 71+ 135 77 133 78 132 
Spr ing Cr eek 81 66 82 65 75 71 
Tisdale 50 94 51 95 52 93 
Vernon 83 156 86 154 - 88 152 
Walnut 116 110 117 106 121 107 
l!findsor, East 28 13 28 13 28 13 
'Windsor, West 97 112 97 113 99 III 
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Arkan s as City 
First Ward 145 191 133 205 146 191 
Second Ward 274 199 258 218 268 202 
Third War d 247 208 23!~ 223 249 208 
Fourth Ward 298 218 307 216 208 210 
Total 9b4 '8Ib 932 B"b2 F7l 811 
Winfie l d 
Fir st Ward 199 127 208 120 211 117 
Second Ward 201 96 221 82_ 21.5 85 
Third Ward 159 87 170 77 164 83 
Fourth Ward 72 56 79 49 78 52 
Fifth Ward 109 99 131 ~ 117 91 Total (Jb 4J15 m59 fd5 ~ 
TOTAL VOTES 1872 2043 2010 1916 3955 3926 3974 3893 
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